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CHAPTER I 

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 

The Problem 

Statement of the Problem 

A majority of fine arts divisions in small, private, liberal 

arts colleges do not operate within a specified management system; 

typically, they operate within the larger managerial framework of the 

parent institution. Fine arts managers often are hampered in developing 

managerial procedures tailored to the theatre environment; the parent 

institution's accounting and business practices frequently result in 

policies and procedures that prove inefficient for the theatre 

operation. 

This study concentrates on the basic managerial functions— 

planning, organizing, staffing, influencing and controlling—that affect 

the fine arts operations. Particular attention has been paid to the 

impact of the parent institution's guidelines on these functions within 

an arts environment. While concentrating on this managerial-theatrical 

interface, this study also will 

1. Trace the philosophical, artistic and organizational 
purpose and mission of divisions of fine arts or humanities 
in small private colleges in America. 

2. Survey the current systems and procedures of arts 
management within the fine arts divisions of approximately 
100 representative private colleges. 



3. Recoramend certain changes in these systems and procedures. 

4. Design a management system, in the form of a production 
guide, for the typical fine arts division. 

Divisions of fine arts contain two separate, yet related 

entities: academic programs and production programs. While the scope 

of this study is limited to the production programs, this writer 

recognizes the need for and the importance of the academic programs. 

Definitions 

For the purpose of this study a production program is defined 

as a season of theatrical (the term theatre applies to the stage 

production of a drama, musical or opera) presentations that includes 

the integration of actors, rausicians, scenery, properties, lighting 

and costumes. The production program usually includes the division's 

theatrical presentations for any one academic year. 

This study is further limited to sraall, private liberal arts 

colleges, hereafter referred to as private colleges. For the purpose 

of this study, a private college is defined as one supported by a 

religious organization or similar private foundation, and having no 

more than two thousand students. 

Rationale 

In the past fifteen years, a majority of private colleges have 

re-organized into divisions including a division of fine arts or 

humanities combining music, art and theatre or drama. This new 

organizational structure has created problems that can be solved 

through the application of broad management principles. 



Because of this unique organizational change, it has become 

apparent that a systematized approach is needed to handle adequately 

the successful management of a fine arts production program. 

The rationale for limiting this study to private colleges is 

three-fold. (1) These private institutions possess a relatively small 

faculty and a small number of students, yet they reraain in competition 

with larger universities in regard to the number of shows produced and 

the quality of the season. But, these smaller colleges seem to give 

little regard to systeraatic management even though their size requires 

such an approach. It is likely that the lack of regard is based on a 

financial inability to install these systems. The larger university, 

however, is often organized into colleges with separate deans and a more 

complex administrative system. 

(2) The lack of this complex structure in the private college 

affords this writer the opportunity to examine its management system 

with a greater awareness of the intervening variables inherent in that 

systera. (3) Finally, the findings of this study should have broad 

applications beyond the private college. It is felt that a broad 

application of management guidelines for the fine arts prograras within 

a private college should have universal applications. These guidelines, 

therefore, would be useful to all colleges, with or without 

modifications. 

A majority of private colleges contain a division of fine arts; 

some have further consolidated into a division of humanities, or a 

similar structure. While the titles of the divisions may vary, for 

the purposes of this study, the philosophies and rationale for the 



existence of either a division of fine arts or humanities remain quite 

similar. The term division of fine arts hereafter refers to the 

divisional concept as a whole, regardless of the specific name. 

Another characteristic unique to divisions of fine arts is that 

their academic programs often appear under the guise of a departmental 

structure—departments of theatre, music or art—while their production 

programs are largely interdisciplinary. From a management viewpoint, 

the academic and production programs, separate, yet supportive of one 

another, become more difficult to integrate and support. 

Importance and Background 

Historically, the theatre has given birth to many artistic 

principles for the production of plays, musicals and operas: acting, 

directing and playwriting. In the last twenty-five years, however, 

greater importance has been placed on managerial facets of play 

production: administration of a play season, establishment of goals 

and objectives, preparation of budgets, advertising and publicity, 

box office procedures and house management. 

Educational institutions began developing drama curricula as 

early as the 1870s when the New York Conservatory of Music offered 

acting classes. Soon, James E. Frobisher's College of Oratory and 

Acting became the second institution to offer dramatic classes in 

America. Others followed, and the growth of drama education has 

continued until, presently, virtually every institution of higher 

education and secondary school in the United States offers some form 



of drama education. 

Many of these institutions offer courses in all of the artistic 

functions of the theatre, but only a few have in-depth theatre 

management programs. In fact, the American Theatre Association's 

theatre management committee reports that only 120 colleges and 

universities offer at least one course in theatre management.^ 

Upon examination of seventy-eight current private college 

catalogs, it was discovered that only two offer at least one course in 

theatre management. Only one of the seventy-eight offer a course of 

study for a degree in arts management. The private college has made 

little attempt to implement prograras in arts management; they have not 

developed arts management programs to the degree they have artistic 

functions. There are numerous reasons why the private college has not 

seriously developed a.rts management programs: (1) its size does not 

require a specific system of management, (2) its staff is not 

sufficient, or (3) upon first glance, it appears to be an expensive 

venture. 

It is felt, however, that none of these reasons is valid. In 

fact, its size does warrant a specific system of manageraent; the staff 

would likely not need to be enlarged, and a systematic management 

program would actually save money in the long run. It is this major 

contention that has caused this study to develop. This study will aid 

Stephen Langley, Theatre Management in America (New York: 
Drama Book Specialists Publishers, 1974), p. 142. 

2 
John E. Clifford, Educational Theatre Management (Skokie, 

Illinois: National Textbook Company, 1972), p. viii. 



in the development of systematic management for the fine arts production 

program. 

American business manageraent, unlike arts manageraent, has made 

a serious and concentrated effort to systematize management practices. 

This effort at systematizing business raanageraent has been more an 

endeavor of the academic business community than of business itself. 

Many of the management principles that have proven successful in the 

business environment also are applicable to the arts. This application 

will enable the educational art mediums, such as fine arts production 

programs, to accomplish their two primary objectives: (1) to train 

young actors, directors, designers and arts managers; and (2) to 

provide an annual season of theatrical offerings which will contribute 

to the entertainment and cultural growth of the public. 

Methodology 

This study was developed within the following framework: 

1. Theatre management literature was examined to determine 
which of its theories would have applications to fine 
arts management. 

2. Business management literature was examined to determine 
what theoretical constructs and applications might be 
appropriate for fine arts management. 

3. A questionnaire and accompanying interviewing technique 
for compiling pertinent information about the planning, 
organizing, staffing, influencing, controlling and 
leadership practices presently used by divisions of fine 
arts in the representative private colleges were designed. 



4. Using Barron's Profiles of American Colleges^, according 
to pre-determined criteris outlined in the definition 
section, a group of 100 out of 106 eligible private 
colleges, was selected for study. 

5. Analysis results were compared with traditional management 
principles and practices to determine if similarities 
existed between recognized theories and actual practices 
in arts management. 

6. From this comparative analysis, a series of guidelines 
and procedures for production programs within the typical 
fine arts division were developed. 

Preliminary Research 

A search of American Dissertations on the Drama and the Theatre, 

Dissertation Abstracts Intemational and "Doctoral Projects in Progress 

in Theatre Arts" of the Theatre Joumal revealed no studies designed to 

analyze, evaluate and recommend practices, systems and procedures for 

educational arts management in divisions of fine arts within small 

private liberal arts colleges in America. 

Theatre Management 

Gail Plummer's The Business of Show Business , John E. 

Clifford's Educational Theatre Management, and Stephen Langley's Theatre 

Management ín America, among others, present procedural theories 

relating to the management of theatre operations. They have been 

studied in some detail. Plummer deals with concems before the show: 

planning a budget, publicity and advertising and box office procedures. 

Barron's Profiles of American Colleges, 10th ed. (Woodbury, 
New York: Barron's Educational Series, Inc., 1976). 

Gail Plummer, The Business of Show Business (New York: Harper 
Brothers, 1961). 
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Clifford handles most of the essential theatre management concems: 

selecting a season, preparing budgets, managing the box office and 

house. Langley organizes his book according to producing concepts: 

fundamentals of theatrical producing, methods of theatrical producing, 

business management in the theatre and is audience. 

All three provide valuable concepts, but they do not directly 

address the management functions: planning, organizing, staffing, 

influencing and controlling. They also do not attempt to include fine 

arts management as a concept that is peculiar to the private college 

organized along a divisional structure. In fact, there is little arts 

management literature available which collectively includes managerial 

styles and approaches for all the arts. 

It has becorae evident that the subject of arts management and 

the principles that are necessary for the successful management of a 

fine arts production program have not been previously articulated in 

published literature. It is felt that raany of the universal principles 

of the theatre and business management can be applied to fine arts 

management with little modification. 



Business Management 

Selected studies of management have aided in the successful 

completion of the study^ and have served as the basis for the theory 

of management that was used in the comparison of functional theory and 

the present practices in divisions of fine arts. These works present 

the basic management functions in a theory and applications approach. 

They serve as the foundation for organizing this study in a functional 

approach to arts management. 

Additional Sources of Material 

Theatre and Arts Management 

In addition to the materials previously mentioned, others have 

^Diane Borst and Patrick J. Montana, eds., Managing Nonprofit 
Organizations (New York: AMACOM, 1977); Richard M. Cyert, The 
Management of Nonprofit Organizations (Lexington, Massachusetts: 
Lexington Books, 1975); Peter F. Drucker, Introductory View of 
Management (New York: Harper's College Press, 1977); Claude S. George, 
Jr., The History of Management Thought (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1972); Theo Haimann and William G. Scott, 
Management in the Modem Organization, 2nd ed. (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin, Co., 1974); Herbert Heaton, Productivity in Service 
Organizations (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1977); John M. 
Ivancevich, Andrew D. Szilagyi, Jr., and Marc J. Wallace, Jr., 
Organizational Behavior and Performance (Santa Monica, Califomia: 
Goodyear Publishing Company, Inc., 1977); Justin G. Longnecker, 
Principles of Management and Organizational Behavior (Columbus, Ohio: 
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1969); George R. Terry, 
Principles of Manageraent (Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin Company, 
1972). 
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proven to be valuable in the formulation of this study.° Morrison 

presents a defense for the arts in higher education from both an 

historical perspective and a current view. He draws historical 

sketches of the major art mediums and their relation to education. 

Information gained through a questionnaire circulated to colleges and 

universities designed to measure the growth of the arts within higher 

education constitutes a majority of the book. 

Reiss' Arts >îanagement Handbook draws its material from the now 

defunct periodical Arts Management. During its brief life (February, 

1962 to Febmary, 1973) the publication covered topics including 

Economics and Sociology of the Arts, Arts Organization and Management, 

Public Relations in the Arts, Business and the Arts and the Arts and 

the Community. 

Stem has specified many of the major divisions of theatre 

management as they relate to both school and community theatre. His 

organization is similar to most other theatre management approaches 

with the exception of the first chapter that specifies objectives and 

curricula. 

Hobgood has taken the frequency and subsequent problems of 

theatre as a portion of the college curriculum, as his dominant therae. 

^Jack Morrison, The Rise of the Arts on the American Campus 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1973); Alvin H. Reiss, The Arts 
Management Handbook (New York: Law-Arts Publishers, Inc., 1974); 
Lawrence Stem, School and Community Theatre Management (Boston: Allyn 
and Bacon, Inc, 1979); Bumett M. Hobgood, "Theatre in U.S. Higher 
Education: Emerging Pattems and Problems," Educational Theatre Joumal 
16 (May, 1964): 142-159; Kenneth L. Graham, "Theatre, the Schools and 
the Liberal Arts," Educational Theatre Joumal 18 (November, 1966): 
340-347. 
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He examines colleges in the United States and specifies the number of 

these schools that have recognized fields of study in the theatre arts. 

Also included is an analysis of both the methods of teaching and 

evaluating theatre arts programs. 

Graham builds a case for instituting curriculum pattems of 

theatre and other performing arts in the liberal arts college. The 

major premise becomes that the liberal arts college is a viable 

training ground for professional theatre. The value of the article 

rests in its argument for educational theatre, whether or not a student 

enters the educational or professional theatre field upon graduation. 

A search of resources has not disclosed any works which directly 

treat a functional approach to the management of fine arts production 

programs in the private college. 

Business Management 

General business management uses several approaches. Many of 

these have one common denominator—the functional approach to 

management—as their foundation. Among these are contingency approaches 

to management, situational approaches to management and management by 

objective. 

This study evolved from an interest in examining and improving 

management practices in the private college. The approach to fulfilling 

this interest is to apply a functional perspective of management to the 

private college. The functional approach uses planning, organizing, 

staffing, influencing and controlling as its foundation. 

In addition to the previously mentioned literature, others have 
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been instrumental throughout this study.' Miner treats his management 

theory and the practice of the functions in a traditional fashion. His 

treatment of the differing views of the management functions by several 

noted authors is particularly helpful. 

Odiome, most widely known for his theory of "Management by 

Objective," presents a detailed view of the influencing function. He 

handles an approach to motivation and the lack of it, citing numerous 

examples when business executives become trapped by their own managerial 

activities. 

Newman, Suiraner and Warren exaraine the functions of management 

from a theoretical base and lead the reader to an application of those 

functions. 

The "Unit President Concept of Management" presents a system 

of decentralization. It calls for a subordinate manager to have the 

responsibility, authority and accountability to manage a specific unit 

of an organization just as the president of the organization maintains 

responsibility, authority and accountability for the total organization. 

Kast and Rosenzweig present a system of organization and 

manageraent through a system and contingency approach. While this 

John B. Miner, The Management Process: Theory, Research, and 
Practice (New York: MacMillan Company, 1973); George S. Odiorne, 
Management and the Activity Trap (New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 
Inc, 1974); William H. Newraan, Charles E. Summer, and E. Kirby Warren, 
The Process of Management: Concepts, Behavior, and Practice, 3rd ed. 
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc, 1972); American 
Management Association, "The Unit President Concept of Management," 
(nd.) (Mimeographed.); Fremong E. Kast and James E. Rosenzweig, 
Organization and Management: A Systems and Contingency Approach, 3rd 
ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1979). 
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approach varies from the functional style, it is valuable because of 

the well explained and illustrated basic foundational aspect of 

management. This foundation is valuable to all approaches of 

management. 

These works relate to the management of business for profit 

and do not address the processes of non-profit manageraent. Yet, it is 

the feeling of this writer that certain aspects of business management 

are applicable to that of the management of non-profit fine arts 

production programs. 

General Reference 

Numerous other publications have also aided in the successful 

completion of this study. Barron's Profiles of American Colleges, 

tenth edition, offers a short description of every accredited college 

and university in the United States. Information was gathered from 

this volume which led to the selection of the colleges to participate 

in the questionnaire process. 

Other publications have proven to be valuable in the 

g 
formulation of this study. Though dated, these works provide a 

philosophy of the liberal arts college. 

Logan Wilson, Emerging Pattems in American Higher Education 
(Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education, 1965); Elton 
Trueblood, The Idea of a College (New York: Harper and Brothers 
Publishers, 1959); Lewis B. Mayhew, The Smaller Liberal Arts College 
(Washington, D.C.: The Center for Applied Research in Education, 1962); 
John S. Brubacher, On the Philosophy of Higher Education (San 
Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1977); Juliet Reeve, The Growth of 
an Idea (Wichita, Kansas: Friends University, 1948). 
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Method of Organization 

This study is organized into the following chapters: 

Chapter I - An introduction to the study presenting the 
background and purpose of the study, the material for the 
study, definitions and the raethodology used in completing 
the study. 

Chapter II - An exposition of contemporary management 
functions and concepts as they relate to arts management. 

Chapter III - A discussion of the small liberal arts college 
in America. This chapter includes the philosophy of liberal 
arts education, the typical organizational structure of the 
private college and a management style that is imposed upon 
it because of these philosophies and orgahizational 
structure. 

Chapter IV - A descriptive analysis of the data collected from 
the representative colleges. 

Chapter V - A recommended series of revisions and a design for 
systems and procedures using current management concepts based 
upon the findings in Chapters II and IV. 

Chapter VI - A suraraary and conclusion of the study including 
recommendations, relevance and need for systematic manageraent 
principles and practices as disclosed in the study. 

Appendix A - The pre-test questionnaire including the complete 
statistical data and the cover letter. 

Appendix B - The revised questionnaire including the complete 
statistical data and the cover letter. 

Appendix C - List of colleges participating in the study. 

Conclusion 

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the study by 

examining the background and need for extended research into the area 

of fine arts management within the private college. This chapter has 

established the need for effective management of a fine arts production 

program within a private college. Further, the literature of the areas 
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of theatre and arts management as it presently exists has been examined 

and found insufficient in addressing the needs of fine arts management. 

Many of these sources, however, are valid in assembling a prescribed 

system of management peculiar to the private college. 

The literature of business management has also been examined. 

Naturally, its treatment of management relates primarily to the business 

world whose interest is realizing a profit within a system of free 

enterprise. The aim of the fine arts production program is not to 

realize a profit; rather, its primary aim is to educate the young 

actors, directors, designers and arts raanagers. 

The literature of the business management field, however, does 

have some applications to that of arts management. American business 

management, unlike arts management, has made a serious and concentrated 

effort to systematize specific management systems. Therefore, many of 

the manageraent principles that have proven successful in the business 

environment also are applicable to the arts. 

Chapter II examines the five raanagerial functions—planning, 

organizing, staffing, influencing and controlling, in sorae detail. The 

purpose of Chapter II is to explain, in language that can be easily 

understood by the arts raanager, what the five functions are, their 

scope and subsequent ramifications within a typical raanagement scheme. 

Each function will be placed into a scherae of management that applies 

and equates to arts raanagement. 



CHAPTER II 

THE FIVE MANAGERIAL FUNCTIONS 

Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to identify and explain, for the 

arts raanager, the five managerial functions. The functional study of 

management has largely been advanced through the literature of business 

management. 

A systematic body of knowledge conceming organization 
and management is relatively new. It is closely associated 
with the industrial revolution and the rise of large-scale 
enterprises, which required the development of new 
organizational forms and management practices. 

The process of management includes five separate, yet related 

functions. The isolation of these five functions becomes a clear 

identification of what managers do. This nuts-and-bolts approach to 

management has been labeled functional because of its concentration 

on the activities of managers: planning, organizing, staffing, 

influencing and controlling. 

This raanaging composite is not a series of separate functions; 

rather, manageraent is a composite process made up of these individual 

components. None of these functions can be performed without involving 

the others, but by using all five as a process, the manager carries 

Fremont E. Kast and James E. Rosenzweig, Organization and 
Management: A Systems and Contingency Approach, 3rd ed. (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1979), p. 72. 

16 
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out his duty as a coordinator of huraan efforts working toward a single 

result—the successful operation of an organization.^ 

This chapter will relate the study of the managerial functions 

to arts management. Similarities in business and arts raanageraent 

warrant this direct application of a functional management approach to 

arts management. 

Arts management has been slow in adopting a systeraatic approach 

to the management of its production programs. It is the contention of 

this writer that arts management would benefit from such a detailed 

study and systeraatic approach to its raanageraent process. John Clifford 

in Educational Theatre Management stated: 

. . . educational theatre will have a better chance of success 
when devotion, creative effort, and cooperative energies are 
applied to the various areas of theatre management with the 
same intensity with which they are applied to the "artistic" 
activities of play production.-^ 

It is not the intent of this chapter to imply that arts managers 

do not exercise these functions in the day-to-day manageraent of their 

production prograras. Arts raanagers plan, organize, staff, influence 

and control, but raost do not consciously integrate these five functions 

in a systematic approach to the successful management of their programs. 

Their system of management is likely a haphazard, informal or trial-by-

error integration, lacking the full iraplications of sound management 

principles. 

Claude S. George, Jr., The History of Management Thought 
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc, 1972), p. 176. 

John E. Clifford, Educational Theatre Management (Skokie, 
Illinois: National Textbook Company, 1972), p. viii. 
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Planning 

In any endeavor, a manager must make several determinations: (1) 

the objectives of the endeavor, (2) what needs to be done, (3) how it 

should be done, and (4) when it needs to be done. Making these 

determinations is called planning. 

A plan is a predetermined course of action. Comprehensive plans, 
established at the strategic level, provide a framework for 
decision making at lower levels in the organization. Managerial 
planning is a means of coping with the uncertainty of the 
future; it facilitates adaption and innovation. 

Managers, in the performance of the planning function, 

systematically analyze the state of their organization in light of 

probable future events. They make decisions regarding the action they 

will take if certain events occur in the future. Planning is, 

therefore, a rational, systematic and economic way of making decisions 

today that will affect the future. 

Decision-making can be divided into four phases: 

1. Diagnosis must be performed. The need for making a decision 
may arise from diverse sources. Forecasts may suggest 
opportunities or dangers. A sound diagnosis must fulfill 
two criteria. (1) It must pinpoint the gap between what we 
want to happen and what is likely to occur if no action is 
taken. (2) A sound diagnosis should put the specific 
problem in the context of more general, higher level goals 
of the organization. 

2. Altematives must be found. The raanager must be concemed 
with what to do to remove or avoid the basic obstacles 

Kast and Rosenzweig, p. 441. 

George, p. 174. 

^William H. Newman, Charles E. Summer, and E. Kirby Warren, 
The Process of Management: Concepts, Behavior, and Practice, 3rd ed. 
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc, 1972), pp. 247-48, 
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identified by diagnosis. Altematives will range from 
doing nothing, through finding a way around the difficulty 
or removing it, to modifying the objectives. 

3. Altematives raust be analyzed and compared. To choose 
among the probable plans, the manager should recognize 
primary differences, or "crucial factors." All pertinent 
data, opinions as well as accepted facts, must be carefully 
considered. Such an analysis will result in a list of 
pros and cons for each altemative, but also is some 
evidence of the relative importance of particular 
advantages and disadvantages. 

4. The manager must select the plan to follow. Only 
occasionally will the superiority of one altemative be so 
clear that analysis alone provides the final answer. A 
manager must subjectively balance several different factors. 
By blending such subjective considerations with the results 
of objective analysis, a manager must form an authoritative 
decision on action to be taken. 

The need for rational decision-raaking on the planning level 

cannot be overeraphasized. Clear reasoning and focused attention corae 

out of raental rarabling only when a fraraework to aid in relating facts 

and thoughts in a rational pattem is present. 

Within the scope of planning for future events is a need to 

define the organization's reason for existence by clearly defining the 

purpose and defending the organization. A statement of mission and 

purpose, while fundamental, is often philosophical and not operational. 

Goals and objectives becorae operational by clearly and simply stating 

the targets the organization intends to meet: "In many of its 

applications the planning process starts with a definition of corporate 

tasks and maintenance goals." 

Peter F. Drucker in An Introductory View of Management lists 

John B. Miner, The Manageraent Process: Theory, Research, and 
Practice (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1973), p. 113. 
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five guidelines for setting objectives: (1) They must be derived from 

what our business is, and what it will be, and what it should be. (2) 

Objectives must be operational. They raust be capable of being converted 

to specific targets and specific assignments. (3) Objectives must 

enable the concentration of resources and efforts. They must select 

fundamentals among the goals of business so that the key resources of 

people, money and physical facilities can be concentrated. (4) They 

must be multiple objectives rather than a single objective. (5) 

Objectives are needed in all areas on which the survival of the business 

depends. 

Objectives in these key areas enable us to do five things: 
to organize and explain the whole range of business phenomena 
in a small number of statements; to test these statements in 
actual experience; to predict behavior; to test the soundness 
of decisions while they are still being made; and to let 
managers on all levels analyze their own experience and improve 
their performance. 

It is important to note that goals and objectives are only 

valuable if they work in the day-to-day operation of an organization. 

As Drucker noted, they must be operational. They also must be flexible. 

Since goals and objectives are future oriented and dependent upon 

forecasting, a contingency plan must accompany them. A manager should 

never be so locked into his plans that he cannot change at any given 

point 

Flexibility is an important aspect of planning because sorae 
organizational situations—complex and dynamic—are not 

Peter F. Drucker, An Introductory View of Management (New York; 
Harper's College Press, 1977), p. 88. 

^lbid., p. 89. 
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appropriate for rigid goals, policies, programs, and procedures. 
The key is maintaining the organization in a state of readiness 
to respond to contingencies as they arise.^^ 

The Nature of the Planning Process 

The planning process begins with the formulation of goals and 

objectives derived from the organization's statement of mission and 

purpose. These goals and objectives include all facets of the 

organization. Once they are finalized on paper, each compartraent or 

area of the organization must establish specific plans which will enable 

it to reach the organizational goals. "Management has a major role in 

the setting of operational goals and in providing resources for 

impleraenting action programs." 

Within the planning process are two varieties of plans: long 

and short-range. Long-range plans may extend for a period of five to 

ten years; short-range extend for a period of from six to twelve months. 

Often short-range plans are the means for realizing the longer ones. 

There is a recent trend in developing more long-range plans as a 

vehicle for further predicting and forecasting the future. It must be 

pointed out, however, that the long and short-range plans must be 

coordinated and integrated toward the same end. It is misleading to 

think of the two as separate and independent of one another. 

After the long and short-range plans have been established and 

recorded on paper, they can be focused into strategies, policies and 

procedures for operation. The more specific, the more operational 

Kast and Rosenzweig, p. 441. 

^hbid., p. 170. 
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and feasible they become, Policies and procedures are day-to-day 

operational guidelines that make it possible to realize corporate goals 

and objectives. 

Planning for the Arts Manager 

The fine arts chairperson is often charged with the 

responsibility for coordinating the production planning process along 

with input from existing faculty. The first priority in the planning 

process is to define the production organization through goals and 

objectives derived frora its statement of mission and purpose. These 

objectives should be clear statements that will identify the role of the 

production program and specify its mission. 

These goals and objectives might read as follows: (1) To serve 

the students of the college with a meaningful education in the dramatic 

and musical arts. (2) To provide a variety of educational experiences 

in the proraotion of theatre as an art form. (3) To provide the public 

an annual season of theatrical offerings that will contribute to their 

entertainment and cultural growth. (4) To offer an annual season of 

productions representative of the major trends in the American and 

European musical, opera and drama. 

After these goals and objectives have been determined it is the 

responsibility of the division chairperson, together with input from 

the production team, to plan a production program that will align itself 

with these goals and objectives. This planning process should be in the 

form of operational policies and procedures. The policies and 

procedures should address the issues of time, personnel, money and 
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play selection. In addition, procedures for implementing each facet 

of the production program need to be designed. Equally important, 

policies and procedures should be formally written in a policy and 

procedure handbook, or similar document. A procedure that is not 

formalized and soon forgotten is inefficient and useless. 

Budget 

The financial budget is usually given to the division 

chairperson by the chief budgeting officer of the college. The division 

chairperson is charged with the responsibility of planning a budget 

which distributes funds to the particular areas of production for the 

operation of each. For exaraple, a certain percentage must be allocated 

for the building of scenery, costuraes and lighting. This procedure 

should be done for all areas of production. 

Season 

A season of productions must be planned by the division 

chairperson and the faculty that conforms to the goals and objectives 

and also is feasible under the limitations of finance, personnel and 

time. The season must include not only the particular shows to be 

produced, but also a calendar that allows ample time to produce plays 

with the degree of quality mandated by the goals and objectives. 

Leadership and Accountability 

The division chairperson provides leadership in the operation 

of the production program and assumes ultimate responsibility for the 

program. He has, however, the authority to delegate responsibility for 
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these specific operations to members of the faculty and staff, thus 

making him a participative leader. To facilitate efficient decision-

making policies, this delegation of both responsibility and authority 

should take place. "An organization may have excellent plans and the 

instruments necessary for carrying them out, but without effective 

leadership to unify the actions of the raembers of the organization, 

12 chaos is likely," 

Furthermore, although the delegation concept states that 
managers should permit their subordinate managers to make their 
own decisions whenever possible and should allow them to 
implement these decisions, it also states that the subordinate 
manager is responsible and accountable for the results of his 
actions. 

This concept of accountability simply states that any 

subordinate raaking a decision or implementing a plan of action must be 

held accountable for his actions by defending the outcome as a result 

of his decisions, or readily admitting misjudgment, whichever is the 

case. 

Planning is the fundamental and primary managerial function. 

Sufficient planning must precede all other functions. The successful 

development and implementation of other functions raust build upon solid 

and carefully conceived planning. 

Organizing 

Organizing is the second function of management. Organizing is 

simply bringing order to the many plans that are created during the 

Newman, Summer and Warren, p. 480. 

^^ner, p. 211. 
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planning process. It is based upon the goals and objectives of the 

planning process and reflects management's thoughts on the structure 

and the relationships among the various parts of the organization. 

The organizing process enables an organization to accomplish its designs 

by plotting the activities needed to attain them in the most orderly 

and efficient manner possible. 

The total organizing function can be best understood if 

approached from three areas: (1) coordination, (2) span of manageraent, 

and (3) departmentalization. 

Coordination 

Management must integrate all the divisions of labor so each 

is working toward the same goal. This requires a coordination of all 

efforts on the organizational level. Management provides the systems 

that divide all labor into specialized tasks. It coordinates these 

tasks so that the objectives of the organization raay be achieved. 

Top level management must first draft a working organizational 

chart. This chart integrates the many facets of an organization into 

a set of departments each supervised by a subordinate manager. Within 

this process a continued effort to coordinate all areas of the 

organization exists. Figure II-l is an example of a simple 

organizational chart. 

Three types of coordination exist. The manager must determine 

which kind of coordination will provide the greatest efficiency in the 

total organization. Vertical coordination exists between different 

levels of an organization, from the highest level manager to the lowest 
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subordinate. Each works on a vertical axis with clear lines of 

authority and chain of command. This principle is commonly referred to 

as the scalar principle. 

The scalar principle states that authority should flow 
in a direct line vertically from the highest level of the 
organization to the lowest level. It establishes the 
hierarchical structure of the organization. It refers to the 
vertical division of authority and responsibility and the 
assignment of various duties along the scalar chain. Primary 
emphasis is on the structure. The scalar principle is 
complimentary to the concept of unity of.command, in which 
each subordinate has only one superior. 

Horizontal coordination refers to coordination between 

personnel and departments on the same organizational level. 

Coordination is needed between two or more persons on the same level— 

for example, two vice-presidents. This is commonly referred to as 

line and staff relations. 

The line organization is vested with the primary source 
of authority and performs the major functions of the 
organization; the staff supports and advises the line. The 
staff is an aid to the executive, and extension of his 
personality. Through the use of specialized staffs, reporting 
directly to the executive, it is possible to use their 
knowledge without sacrificing the executive's coordinating 
function. This view maintains the integrity of the line 
organization as central in the scalar chain and as the source 
of authority.^^ 

In diagonal cooperation, a level of cooperation exists between 

two levels of management. Diagonal coordination is the weakest of the 

three because clear lines of authority are not present, but a degree 

of cooperation on a diagonal axis is, naturally, desirable. 

14 
Kast and Rosenzweig, p. 203. 

^^lbid., p. 204. 
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It is important to note that all three types of coordination 

usually exist. But, to clarify specific lines of authority and 

responsibility, one or two must supersede the other; vertical and 

horizontal are more important than diagonal, for example. "The task 

of the manager, then, is to build a set of roles and relationships of 

living human beings that is congruent with the structure of work 

provided by a formal organization.' 

Span of Management 

The span of management principle simply states, "The average 

human brain finds its effective scope in handling from three to six 

other brains." It is obvious that no one person can manage an 

infinite number of subordinates. Management must create departments 

where a single manager is in charge. The subordinate manager receives 

his authority from his superior and delegates it to as many 

subordinates as his management capabilities can effectively span. 

It is closely related to the hierarchical structure and to 
departmentalization. Implicit in the span of control concept 
is the necessity for the coordination of the activities of 
the subordinates by the superior. It emphasizes superior-
subordinate relationships that allow for the systeraatic 
integration of activities. Traditional [functional] theory 
advocates a narrow span to enable the executive to provide 
adequate integration of all the activities of subordinates. 

The span of manageraent is often referred to as the pyramid 

^°Newman, Summer and Warren, p. 225. 

Theo Haimann and William G. Scott, Management in the Modem 
Or^anization, 2nd ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1974), p. 121 

18 
Kast and Rosenzweig, p, 204. 
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effect. This implies that the broader based the pyramidal structure, 

the more ineffective the organization. In essence, when the 

organization is graphically illustrated on an organizational chart and 

there is one manager to fifty subordinates, the broader based is the 

pyramid. On the other hand, the taller the pyramid, the more effective 

the span of management—perhaps six managers to fifty subordinates. 

Graphically speaking, an equilateral triangle offers the raost effective 

management: a balance of managers to subordinates. (See Figure II-l) 

Departmentalization 

The need for departmentalization grows from the need for span 

of management and coordination. Departmentalization by function is the 

most widely used concept. Departments are created from the function 

they serve. Obviously, a single manager is responsible to a single 

department with a single high level manager with authority over all 

department managers. This concept, being a direct result of span of 

management, offers the most effective and efficient means of 

management. 

A basic concept of traditional [functional] manageraent 
theory is to divide work into specialized tasks and to organize 
them into distinct departments. Departmentalization with a 
natural division of labor is emphasized. It is desirable to 
determine the necessary activities for the accomplishment of 
overall organizational objectives and then to divide these 
activities on a logical basis into departments that perform 
specialized functions. The organization structure is the 
primary means for achieving the technical and economic 
advantages of specialization and division of labor.^9 

^°Kast and Rosenzweig, p. 204. 

l^Ibid., p. 203. 
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Organizing for the Arts Manager 

Once the planning process has been completed to the point the 

production program can be organized into a single operating structure, 

the division chairperson must begin the steps toward organization by 

coordinating and departmentalizing the program so that an efficient 

operational flow can take place. 

He must coordinate all areas of production by departmentalizing 

the program. Such departments might include directing, lighting, sound, 

scenery, costumes, make-up, promotion, business and house. After these 

departments have been created, their relationships to one another must 

be coordinated to ensure that each is operating towards the same common 

goal. Each department must be created according to the function it 

serves. In the small private college, the faculty may be small and 

require duplication of departments under one subordinate manager. In 

many cases, however, the fine arts faculties are at least two to three 

persons. 

An organizational chart should be drafted graphically to 

represent these relationships. A chart will enable the division 

chairperson to immediately see if problems will exist in the operation 

of the program. Positions will be created both on the upper and lower 

managerial level as well as subordinates in each department. Great 

care must be exercised to ensure that visible means of coordination 

exist between and within each department. Clear lines of authority, 

illustrated by the scalar principle, unity of command, line and staff 

relationships and span of management, must be observed. All personnel, 

from the highest level to the lowest, must be aware of the chain of 
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command. It must be clearly articulated throughout the organization. 

Once the organization has been established according to these 

principles it must be documented and formalized in an organizational 

chart. The departments, once established, are ready to be staffed with 

personnel. 

Staffing 

The staffing function is the life giving force of any 

organization. Staffing includes the placement, development and growth 

of members of the organization both on the managerial and subordinate 

levels. It is often an ongoing endeavor. Even after a new 

organization has been staffed, it is necessary to continue staffing 

when members of the organization need replacing or others are promoted, 

leaving vacancies in the organization. 

John B. Miner in The Management Process: Theory, Research and 

Practice, indicates the staffing function contains three components— 

input, mediating, and output processes. Miner stresses each of the 

three components frora a high level raanageraent point of view. The input 

processes include management recruiting and manageraent selection. The 

mediating processes include management development and executive 

compensation. The output process is management appraisal. 

Management recruiting and selection are input processes 
in that they are devoted to getting people into the 
organization and into specific positions, Management 
development and compensation are mediators. Primarily they 
are input-improving mediators in that they seek to make 
role behavior as effective as possible. . . . Some compensation 
programs focus on providing equality and preventing discord, 
while many more strive to motivate outstanding performance. 
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Management appraisal is an output process in that it seeks to 
establish the degree of match between role behavior and role 
prescriptions.^^ 

The major concem of staffing is to develop a method of 

measuring a potential candidate to determine if he is suited for the 

position. A screening plan for potential candidates is necessary to 

determine whether or not a person is qualified for a particular 

position as set forth by the goals and objectives of the organization. 

It is impossible to establish set rules or specific guidelines for this 

process. This must be an individual concem that is suited and 

peculiar to each organization. 

The Staffing Process 

The staffing process is a difficult and time consuming one, yet 

probably one of the most important. Without adequate staffing the 

organization cannot possible carry out the objectives of the 

organization and survive. The process must begin with a selection of 

all positions in the organization, This can best be done by referring 

to the organizational chart previously discussed in the organizing 

function. Management can easily see the positions which require 

staffing, based on sound organization. 

The second step is to determine position descriptions in an 

on-going fashion by stipulating the duties, objectives, human 

specifications and relationships of the position to others in the 

organization. The human specifications, such as age required, 

experience necessary, along with other attributes, must be described 

^^Miner, p. 470. 
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in a personnel requisition which includes necessary education and 

salary range. 

When the personnel requisition is complete, the job description 

should be advertised in the places that are raost likely to attract the 

best candidates. Placement services or colleges that graduate people 

that would qualify for the position are often the best. The advertising 

should include the job specifications, requireraents for the position, 

training required, potential salary and where to apply for the position. 

A deadline for applications should accorapany the job advertisement. 

After the deadline has passed, a screening committee should 

narrow the candidates down to a few that appear to be the best 

qualified and suited for the position. A formal interview should be 

conducted with those few to fill in any informational gaps that may 

exist. The final hiring of the person should be deterrained by the 

person who has the final authority for hiring in that department and 

will be serving that position as its superior. 

Performance Evaluation 

Periodically, a personnel evaluation should be administered. 

The guidelines for these, again, must be in accordance with the goals 

of the individual organization. As Miner indicates, performance 

evaluation is an output process where the degree of match, or harmony, 

between the individual and the position is sought, This procedure 

will allow both management and the employee involved to know exactly 

how he is performing. This evaluation procedure allows for a more 

efficient path for the organization to follow. If, during the 
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evaluation, it is determined that the person is not functioning in a 

proper fashion, he should be advised of this with ample time to correct 

the problem areas. If the performance of the individual does not 

improve, the employee should be asked to leave the organization. The 

evaluation also provides valuable information conceming promotions 

and salary increases from within the organization. 

Staffing for the Arts Manager 

As mentioned earlier, staffing is the life giving force of any 

system. The organization without the huraan effort being applied is 

obviously non-existent. 

The division chairperson raust create job descriptions and 

personnel requisitions to fill the positions created under the 

organizational structure. Usually the acaderaic dean of the college 

allocates a certain number of faculty and staff positions to the 

divisions, depending upon student-generated contact hours. The arts 

manager must work with this number to staff the organization with 

faculty and staff. He may find he must corabine some responsibilities 

into one faculty position. There are some natural tendencies in this 

area. For instance, the scene designer, lighting designer and costume 

designer may have to be combined into one position, as they often are. 

The next step in the staffing process is to attain personnel 

to fill these positions. A job description and personnel requisition 

must be developed to secure the person who might fill the position. 

An example of a job description for a scenic designer might appear as 

follows: 
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The Scene Designer is responsible for designing the production's 
sets and properties. In doing so, he must consider the capabilities 
of the production staff, faculty, and budget as well as the 
limitations of time. His work should begin with consultations 
with the Director and other designers for the production conceming 
the concept and style of the show. He is responsible for providing 
a rendering or model of his design, floor plans, a designer's 
elevation, a painter's elevation, and a side elevation; selecting 
or approving properties and set decorations; consulting with the 
Technical Director during the construction and painting phases; 
and attending all technical and dress rehearsals.^^ 

A personnel requisition should also be written according to 

the guidelines mentioned earlier and the qualifications necessary as 

stipulated by the division chairperson. 

The division chairperson has the opportunity to delegate 

authority to any managerial position. For example, he should delegate 

authority to the scenic designer to make decisions and manage his 

subordinates so that an effective production program can be ensured. 

The principle of span of management would not allow the division 

chairperson effective manageraent of the technical staff, so delegation 

of that responsibility and authority to the subordinate raanager is 

necessary. 

It is also important to note that the principle of 

accountability should be observed. This would let the division 

chairperson hold the scenic designer accountable for the scenic aspects 

of the production, while the division chairperson assumes ultimate 

accountability for the total program to his superior, usually the 

academic dean of the college. 

^^David C. Weaver, "A Manual of Operations and Procedures for 
the Texas Tech University Theatre" (M.A. thesis, Texas Tech University, 
1977), p. 128. 
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When a full staff has been appointed, funding appropriated and 

a season of productions organized, the program is ready to begin 

production work. But never should a production program begin until 

all three of the above factors are complete in accordance with the 

goals and objectives of the organization. 

Influencing 

"The influencing function enables management to evoke goal-

directed action from others in the organizational system. Like 

staffing, it is a human resource function, one particularly concemed 

22 with behavioral responses and interpersonal relations." 

An administrator or manager requires human skills as well as 

technical ones. He must possess the ability to direct, motivate, 

coramunicate and provide authority to his subordinates. Behavioral 

psychology plays an important role in the administration of objectives, 

goals and guidelines of an organization. "Influence refers to any 

behavior on the part of one individual which alters the behavior, 

attitudes, feelings, and so one, of another." 

The function of influencing can be best understood if 

approached from three perspectives: communication, authority and 

motivation. 

Comraunication 

Influencing requires open coramunication channels between any 

22 
Haimann and Scott, p. 314. 

^•^Miner, p. 298. 
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two members of an organization. Like staffing, communication channels 

can be vertical, horizontal or diagonal. Vertical communication 

specifies clear lines of communication from top level management down 

the organizational chart to subordinates. Horizontal communication 

specifies open channels between any two people on the same level of 

authority and responsibility. Diagonal communication requires free 

communication between special staff groups and line functions. Any one 

of these three means of communication is considered a formal line of 

communication. Within the total organization all three must exist. 

Any of the three may take the form of either written or oral 

communication. Written media include memoranda, letters or briefs, 

while oral may take the form of telephone or personal conversations. 

Both forms have their advantages depending upon the particular need. 

Often a memo following a telephone conversation is a wise use of both 

media. Nonetheless, the important factor is that the lines of 

communication reraain open and free at all times so that directives can 

reach their destinations without interference. 

Authority 

Authority is the power any manager possesses over his 

subordinates. This authority stems not only from the authority vested 

in organizational roles, but also from an individual's capacity to 

affect the actions of others. Three types of legitimate authority 

exist: traditional, functional and personal. Any manager might possess 

one, two or all three. The different types may often interact. 
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Traditional 

Traditional authority is based on acceptance of the position 

a manager holds in the organization. This authority is granted by 

virtue of a person's position on the scalar chain. It becomes a 

prestige authority, with little regard given to the manager's 

qualifications other than those which allow him the position on the 

scalar chain. 

Functional 

Authority based upon expertness is referred to as functional. 

People will accept, follow or be influenced by any expert. "A staff 

man would have functional authority only over those areas where his 

technical competence is recognized and where his opinions would 

probably be accepted." 

Personal 

Personal authority exists within the personality of a raanager. 

There is very little basis for personal authority other than when a 

subordinate likes and respects his superior personally. Because of 

this mutual respect, a degree of authority will likely be present. 

Authority, in general, is based upon acceptance, both from the 

superior and the subordinate. Functional authority, however, stems 

from a legitimate base of knowledge rather than a social institution as 

is the case in traditional and personal authority. "Authority is an 

institutionalized right to induce psychological or behavioral change. 

24 Newman, Summer and Warren, p. 75. 
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The effectiveness of authority depends on the 'consent of the 

25 
govemed. '" 

Whether a manager exerts one, two or three types of authority 

upon his subordinates, his ability to influence and motivate rests in 

his methods of directing his staff toward a common goal or objective. 

"A modem manager must try to create a total work situation in 

which workers find significant fulfillment of personal needs from 

26 
actions that also contribute to company objectives." 

Motivation 

The term motivation alludes to raany different facets of human 

behavior and is therefore a complex aspect of the influencing process. 

One concept that is basic to motivation is that " . . . behavior which 

seems to lead to reward tends to be repeated, while behavior which seems 

not to lead to reward or seems to lead to punishment tends not to be 

27 
repeated." The influencing function, therefore, must work towards 

influencing the people of the organization in a positive manner. 

There are nuraerous models and theories of motivation. Each 

approaches the process of influence from a different vantage point. 

The number of practical applications of motivation theories is large, 

and each could be developed into a full volume. For additional 

material on the subject of motivation, consult Organizational 

25 
Kast and Rosenzweig, p. 333. 

26 
Newman, Summer and Warren, p. 497. 

^^Miner, p. 309. 
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Behavior and Performance.^^ 

Influencing for the Arts Manager 

The power of authority must be clearly stated and enforced in 

each department of the production program. The successful direction of 

each department is dependent upon the manager's authority and the flow 

of communication from within a department and across to other 

departments. 

Communication channels must be kept open at all times to ensure 

that directives are properly sent and received. For instance, the 

scenic and costume designers must be aware of each other's intentions 

as well as those of other members of each department. The division 

chairperson may choose to enact a certain policy and procedure for the 

transmission of ideas. He may choose to depend solely upon written 

memos or oral communications. The procedure that is adopted should be 

the method that will offer a free exchange of ideas. 

Each manager raust be given authority to delegate responsibility 

and exert control to allow for the optimura operation of his department. 

Each manager and subordinate must accept the authority and 

responsibility that has been delegated and operate within it. 

People will be motivated to achieve the objectives for the 
job for which they are responsible. Influencing has many 
dimensions—morale, employee's satisfaction and productivity, 
leadership, communication. Management's goal is to create an 

^^John M. Ivancevich, Andrew D. Szilagyi, Jr., and Marc J. 
Wallace, Jr. , Organizational Behavior and Performance (Santa Monica, 
Califomia: Goodyear Publishing Company, Inc. , 1977), pp. 97-140. 
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environment that workers find agreeable and that promotes the 
objectives of the organization. In addition, influencing has 
important effects on a firm's flexibility and adaptability.^9 

Controlling 

Control theory, like many other broad theories, is more 
a state of mind than any specific amalgam of mathematical, 
scientific or technological methods. The term can be defined 
to include any rational approach used by men to overcome the 
perversities of either their natural or their technological 
environment. The broad objective of a control theory is to 
make a systera—any kind of systera—operate in a more desirable 
way: to make it more reliable, raore convenient or more 
economical.-^^ 

Control in an organization can best be explained with an 

analogy. In a heating system the thermostat acts as a control device. 

Standards are set—the specific temperature that is desired in the 

room. When the temperature remains in accordance to the standards, no 

control is necessary. When the temperature deviates from the accepted 

norm, the thermostat raust be activated to correct the problera. It then 

activates the fumace, the problem is corrected and the room is warmed 

to the desired level. 

The manager must act in the same fashion. When the performance 

of the organization deviates frora the standards that have been set, he 

must activate the systems to correct the problem. "Control involves a 

comparison against some previously established standard and then taking 

appropriate corrective action when an unaccepted deviation occurs."-^^ 

29 

Haimann and Scott, p. 16. 

-̂ K̂ast and Rosenzweig, pp. 443-44. 

^^Miner, p. 430. 
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The Control Process 

Four fundamental elements are common to all control systems: 

(1) a measurable characteristic, (2) a sensor, (3) a comparator, and 

(4) an effector. Closed-loop control systems involve automatic 

feedback and adjustment of the system without human intervention."^^ 

The most common form of control system is what is referred to 

as the closed-loop informational system. This system can best be 

explained as it relates to a scenic constmction process. Quality 

standards are created within the organization that will reflect the 

optimum results in regard to achieving the goals and objectives. These 

quality standards are fed to the technical director who relates these 

standards to the technicians, machinery and raw materials before they 

enter the building process. The technical director observes all factors 

to be certain they are in peak operating order. Once these three 

factors are integrated to form the product, in this case the scenic 

element, it is inspected to be certain that it conforms to the quality 

standards originally set forth by the organization. If the product is 

of high quality, no control is necessary; if not, the technical 

director must exert sorae forra of control to the raachinery, technicians 

or raw materials to rectify the problem. This action becomes the 

control process necessary to ensure that the technical staff is 

producing the high quality scenery that is desired. Figure II-2 

illustrates this system. 

The basic control process can be applied to any aspect of an 

32 Kast and Rosenzweig, p. 465. 
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organization. Just as the technical director inspects the piece of 

scenery, a budget officer can demonstrate the same system to rectify 

over spending or any budgetary problem. If a particular area spends 

too much money in its performance, he must step in and instigate a 

contol system to cut expenses. This may come in the form of buying a 

less expensive raw material for the production process. Yet, it is 

important to note, that idealistically, he cannot impleraent budgetary 

cuts that will lower the quality of the finished product, as long as 

the original standards are in effect. 

The primary aim of controlling is to ensure that the results of 

the organization's operations conform as closely as possible to 

established goals. A secondary aim is to provide timely information 

that can prompt necessary revision of goals. The following three 

elements, or phases, are always present in the control process: (1) 

standards that represent desired performance, (2) a comparison of 

actual results against the standards, and (3) corrective action.-^^ 

Controlling for the Arts Manager 

As the production program continues to operate, the division 

chairperson must constantly observe pre-determined check points so that 

he can be sure each aspect of the production program is fulfilling its 

goals. 

A formal control system should be developed so an objective 

view of the program can be received. This includes establishing 

quality standards that will indicate whether the productions are 

33 
Newman, Summer and Warren, p. 581. 
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fulfilling the prescribed goals and objectives. If a particular area 

of production does not meet the goals and objectives or the quality 

standards have not been met, the division chairperson must exercise his 

authority to rectify the problem. If a departmental manager, a 

technical director for instance, is not fulfilling his responsibilities, 

he should be guided toward fulfillment of those responsibilities. If 

this cannot be achieved, he should be asked to leave the organization. 

Likewise, the division chairperson must exercise control over 

financial budgets. If, for example, raidway in the season it is apparent 

that the funds have been well over half spent, he must exercise 

budgetary controls to cut spending for the remainder of the season. 

Obviously, the same is true of all budgetary concems of time 

and personnel. If at a check point it becomes obvious that enough time 

has not been budgeted for the performance of the tasks assigned, he must 

make necessary alterations so that ample time can be given. Likewise, 

if a particular departraent appears to be overstaffed and another 

understaffed, he must raake alterations in the staffing so that the area 

of deficiency can be corrected. 

From this point, the division chairperson, as well as all 

managers, become controllers and their task is to control all that has 

gone before. They control the planning, organizing and staffing by 

directing their influence toward all merabers of the organization. 

The control function is that phase of the managerial 
system that maintains organizational activity within allowable 
limits. Planning and controlling are directly related 
activities, with plans providing the framework for the control 
phase of the managerial process. Feedback is critical to 
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control, providing information about past or current performance, 
which is used to influence future activity or goals.^^ 

Conclusion 

These five managerial functions allow an organization to 

operate efficiently. Perhaps it is rather idealistic to believe an 

organization can operate totally under these guidelines in every 

variable fashion. It is important to note, however, that his approach 

to management is not merely theory. Its success, when practiced, is 

dependent on the manager's ability to direct these functions 

effectively. Business management is an art, and as any other art, its 

success is in the hands of the artist: the manager. 

It is apparent that the management of the theatre is a highly 

specialized one that necessitates careful planning, organizing, 

staffing, influencing and controlling. For an educational arts program 

to operate smoothly and offer the educational laboratory for students 

and a cultural outlet for the public, it must be managed in an effective 

and efficient manner. 

Management sets standards for controlling in the planning 
process; staffs are organized and influenced; organizational 
designs must account for influencing and controlling staff 
members. These interrelationships could be multiplied 
endlessly. Even though conceptually we can separate managerial 
functions for analysis, empirically in the day-to-day job of 
the manager the activities are inseparable.^^ 

By implementing the already proven business management 

principles to arts management, the same energies that are already being 

•'̂ Kast and Rosenzweig, p. 464-65. 

•'^Haimann and Scott, p. 16. 
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applied to the artistic functions of the theatre—directing, acting, 

designing and playwriting—can also be applied to the generally 

considered non-artistic functions—management and adrainistration— 

thereby offering a better educational arts organization for future 

students and educators. 

Clearly, the management cycle is a system of interdependent 

activities. The sequence in which they are performed and the amount of 

time spent on each are not relevant. Each blends into another and each 

mutually affects the performance of the other. The output of one 

activity provides the input for another. 

Chapter III examines the small private liberal arts college in 

America. The philosophy of liberal arts education will be examined as 

the historical base for the organizational structure of the private 

college. These philosophies and organizational stmctures will be 

examined in view of the ramifications they irapose upon the management 

style of these programs. Finally, the implications and relationships 

of the private college and their organizational structure will be 

shown. 



CHAPTER III 

THE SMALL PRIVATE LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE 

Introduction 

The small private liberal arts college lends itself to the study 

of fine arts management. With their relatively sraall faculty and 

student body, these colleges afford this writer the opportunity to 

examine their management systeras with greater awareness of the 

intervening variable factors inherent in their systeras. The larger, 

often state-supported institution, is many times organized into 

separate colleges. This more coraplex structure would complicate the 

analysis of fine arts management; the private college lacks this complex 

structure and is a structure more susceptible to examination and 

analysis. A broad application of management guidelines for the fine 

arts programs within a private college, however, can have universal 

application. 

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the private college 

as an institution. The historical development of liberal arts in 

America provides the philosophical foundation for the modem private 

liberal arts college. The philosophy of the contemporary organizational 

structure (divisional system) will be examined, as will the implications 

of this philosophy for the resulting managerial styles. Finally, the 

correlation of the private college and its organizational structure 

will be shown. 
48 
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Liberal Arts Education 

A formal philosophy of liberal arts education originated in 

Greco-Roman times. The word "liberal," from the Latin liber, means 

free. This freedom referred to one's political and economic status in 

society. Thus, liberal education was education appropriate to a "free 

man" rather than a slave or artisan. 

Liberal arts education is simply the cultivation of the 

intellect. Its object is intellectual excellence. To exercise 

intelligence, one must accept that acting rationally is the sarae as 

thinking theoretically, which is the foundation of liberal arts 

education. Since the "free man" of society, because of his status, was 

charged with the responsibility of rational thought, theoretical 

education became the heart of liberal arts education. 

In its catalog, Doane College (Crete, Nebraska) states that its 

curriculum offers a liberal arts education: a student is expected to 

master the English language, to acquire self-discipline through the 

study of foreign languages and math, to develop a sense of history and 

to leam something about the world frora social anthropology and the 

environmental sciences. Viewed from this perspective, the liberal arts 

are more than an established body of knowledge in selected areas. They 

also include a process of acquiring knowledge, a way of thinking and 

doing^ that develops a classical orientation of rational and 

^John S. Brubacher, On the Philosophy of Higher Education (San 
Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1977), p. 70. 

^Doane College, Doane College Catalog (Crete, Nebraska: Doane 

College, 1978), p. 37. 
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intellectual thought. 

Elton Trueblood in The Idea of a College. states that the 

liberal arts are those which are pursued without any immediate or 

obvious utilitarian purpose. Yet, it is hoped they may find this 

utilitarian purpose under optimum conditions of intelligent choice."^ 

The liberal arts curriculum is for the student unsure of his vocational 

preference. Liberal arts, therefore, prepare the student to cope with 

the world and his surroundings through rational and intellectual 

thought. The uncertain student also has the opportunity to choose a 

professional field after studying a variety of disciplines. 

The Private College 

For the purposes of this study a private college is defined as 

one which relies on non-govemmental funding. Many of these colleges 

rely on tuition, permanent endowment and annual planned-giving for their 

income. Sorae private colleges will accept a small portion of their 

funding from govemmental sources, but rarely will such funding comprise 

more than seven percent of total income. Govemmental funding on such 

a sraall scale, largely federal grants, does not affect the colleges' 

private status. 

Almost all of these colleges in America were founded by 

religious organizations. Many churches viewed a college as a means to 

extend their religious perspective beyond the church itself. In their 

early years a large portion of these colleges' funding was from the 

•̂ Elton Trueblood, The Idea of a College (New York: Harper and 
Brothers Publishers, 1959), p. 5. 
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church. Later the church found itself contributing less and less to 

the finances of the college. Ultimately, many founding churches 

relinquished their ownership to a college board of trustees. 

Friends University in Wichita, Kansas, is such a college. The 

Kansas Yearly Meeting of the Society of Friends (Quakers) owned Friends 

University from its founding in 1898 until 1930. During their yearly 

meeting in 1930, the Kansas Society of Friends deeded its ownership to 

the board of trustees, giving up all ownership and control of the 

university. Friends University has, since 1930, been a non-

denominational Christian college with a Quaker heritage. 

A majority of the country's private colleges have undergone 

similar changes of ownership in their history. Many have allowed their 

denominational heritage to play a large role in shaping educational 

philosophies and raanagement styles. For instance, the Friends 

University faculty uses a decision-making process advocated and 

supported by the Quaker faith: a system of consensus, rather than 

majority mle or similar system. 

Until recently, many private colleges, wherever possible, 

filled their vacant faculty positions with people who were members of 

the founding church. Although this practice is no longer used in a 

majority of America's private colleges, raany of the tenured faculty 

and some administration, including division chairpersons, were hired 

when church preference may have overshadowed professional 

qualifications. In Friends University's "Self-Survey Report" of March, 

^Kansas Yearly Meeting of Friends, Minutes of Meetings, 1930, 
Meeting of 15 August 1930, p. 27. (typewritten.) 
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1966, prepared for the North Central Association of Colleges and 

Secondary Schools, is this statement: "Another problem exists in that 

there is difficulty locating Quaker faculty with advanced degrees to 

become members of the faculty."^ 

Such a policy, and other similar ones, have significantly 

influenced the development of a management style in the private college. 

For instance, a faculty member may be secured to teach, and later be 

elevated to division chairperson largely because he was a member of the 

affiliated church. This practice, undoubtedly, has hindered the 

private college in securing division chairpersons with proper raanagement 

and administrative training. 

The founding church, in many cases, no longer plays an integral 

role in the policies and procedures of these private colleges. It is 

easy to see, however, that in its "informal" position it plays a raajor 

role in administration and manageraent. 

Private college administrations feel they have an advantage 

over govemment-supported institutions. Because there is a lack of 

govemment funds, the private college has been free to offer a unique 

kind of education that is not as rigidly restricted by outside sources. 

A college that is financially supported by a govemmental agency, such 

as a state legislature, must adhere to more strict govemment 

regulations. Sorae private colleges boast they have never accepted 

-'Friends University, "Self-Survey Report: Friends University," 
Wichita, Kansas, 1966, p. 124. (mimeographed.) 
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govemment funds. 

Another advantage of being private is that people are placed 

together in a more "human relationship." "You don't just see part of 

the person, you work with the whole person."^ This is a rather 

subjective, not-quantifiable rationale. It leads, however, to the 

notion that a smaller private college operates under a less rigid 

atmosphere, which allows for a more individual relationship between 

faculty and student. "An atmosphere more conducive to leaming" is a 

phrase one will often hear in relation to sraaller private colleges. 

A third advantage is that size and private status offer a 

greater opportunity to engage in a kind of pioneering. The small 

college is flexible enough to allow for experimentation and has little 

concem for conformity; the private college is less concemed about 

8 
govemment intervention. 

The personnel, in many cases, are also available to allow for 

experimentation. However, one distinct concem is that the faculty and 

staff remain a viable educational force. Salaries for private college 

faculty positions are low in comparison to those of larger state 

institutions; this places a burden upon a private college in attracting 

and maintaining a quality faculty. 

^Hillsdale College, Hillsdale College Catalog (Hillsdale, 
Michigan: Hillsdale College, 1978), p. 2. 

^Alfred R. Hill, The Small College Meets the Challenge (New 
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc, 1959), p. 21. 

Ibid., p. 23. 
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Organizational Structure of Private Colleges 

A majority of America's private colleges are presently organized 

under a divisional stmcture. This system takes individual disciplines, 

or subject areas, and consolidates them into more broadly defined areas. 

The areas of music, art and theatre, for example are grouped together 

to form a division of fine arts. English, modem languages and speech 

are often grouped under a division of language and literature. Biology, 

chemistry, mathematics and physics are grouped under a division of 

natural science. Business administration, home econoraics, human 

services and agriculture form a division of applied arts. A similar 

consolidation encompassing each discipline, or department, within the 

college yields the reraaining divisions. 

This consolidation is largely an innovation of the past ten to 

fifteen years. Friends University, for instance, operated under the 

traditional departmental stmcture from its founding in 1898 until 

1962. From 1962 to 1967, the university was organized along a less 

specific divisional stmcture that included only three divisions: 

humanities, natural science and social science. 

In 1967 Friends University changed to a seven division system 

including fine arts; language and literature; natural science; social 

science; applied arts; education, psychology, and physical education; 

9 
and religion and philosophy. The intention of this organizational 

change was to simplify a diffused and fragmented curriculum and to 

bring the faculty together in groups larger than one and two-man 

9 
Interview with Verlin 0. Hinshaw, Ph.D., Professor of Religion 

and Philosophy, Friends University, Wichita, Kansas, 6 August 1980. 
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departments, 

The rationale for this change from the traditional departraental 

to the divisional system is three-fold. (1) It was first conceived 

largely because of pressure from accrediting agencies, such as the 

North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. The 

agencies' intentions were to abolish inefficient one and two-man 

departments and provide a more efficient system of management, (2) 

The change provided a greater and easier opportunity for an exchange of 

ideas across traditional departmental lines, especially in disciplines 

within a single division. (3) It provided a wide perspective from 

which to view the world, whether the student specializes or remains a 

generalist. This coincides with the private colleges' commitment to 

the liberal arts in its broadest perspective. The divisional system 

greatly facilitates flexibility, further placing the liberal arts within 

a divisional organizational structure. 

Each division is usually served by a division chairperson, 

whose superior is the academic dean. The dean's superior is usually 

the president of the college. Figure III-l illustrates the typical 

private college organization. The division chairperson is selected 

from the division's faculty ranks; many division chairpersons are not 

trained administrators, but faculty members with seniority. They are 

charged by the academic dean of the college with the responsibility 

and authority for directing and goveming the programs and curriculum 

of the division. 

There are no longer formal "areas of emphasis" in a divisional 

system, such as an area of music or drama, that require subordinate 
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administration and management, like a head of the music department. 

Many of the divisions' programs require, however, subordinate managers 

or administrators, but in different capacities. For instance, within 

a division of fine arts production program, a technical director is 

charged with the responsibility and authority for managing the 

technical aspects of theatre production, becoming a subordinate manager 

to the division chairperson, 

The Division of Fine Arts 

A division of fine arts is usually within the divisional 

organization pattem of private colleges. The division contains the 

academic disciplines of art, music and theatre or drama. A division 

of fine arts contains two separate, yet related areas; the curriculum 

and the performance activities. The curriculum contains academic 

courses in the fields of art, music and drama. This study does not 

include the curriculum, 

The performance activities of divisions of fine arts usually 

encompass three distinct areas: (1) production programs, (2) recital 

and concert series, and (3) art gallery exhibits. 

The production program, which this study addresses, includes 

the stage production of dramas, musicals and operas. As previously 

defined, a production program is a season of theatrical (the term 

theatre applies to the stage production of a drama, musical or opera) 

presentations that include the integration of actors, musicians, 

scenery, properties, lighting and costumes. The production program 

would usually include the division's theatrical presentations for any 
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one academic year. 

The recital and concert series is defined as strictly a music 

activity that includes music concerts which remain solely in a concert 

setting. These would include choral, band and orchestra concerts and 

guest, faculty and student recitals, 

Art gallery exhibits include the exhibition of various forms of 

the visual arts in a gallery or museimi setting. These would include 

student, guest and faculty artist shows. 

The latter two aspects of the performance activity in a division 

of fine arts are beyond the scope of this study. 

Both the curriculum and the performance areas are managed by the 

division chairperson. Within the scalar chain, subordinate managers are 

selected for each specific part of the program. In the case of a 

production program, the director of theatre is responsible for the 

production of two to three major drama productions each year, including 

either the direction of the plays or the delegation of the direction of 

a specific play to another member of the faculty or an advanced student. 

This position would also include the overall management of the drama 

production program. 

The director of opera and musical theatre is responsible for 

the musical and opera productions of the division. He would usually 

be responsible for the production of one or two raajor productions each 

year. Like the director of theatre, he may actually direct the 

productions or may delegate that responsibility to another member of the 

faculty or an advanced student. This position would include the overall 

management of the opera and musical productions. 
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The position of designer-technical director is responsible for 

the design and direction of all technically oriented activities of the 

production program including scenery, properties, lighting and costumes. 

This responsibility would encompass all technical areas of the 

production prograra, including the draraas, operas and rausicals, He may 

actually handle the design and technical direction or may delegate this 

responsibility to another faculty member or an advanced student. He, 

nontheless, manages the overall performance of this area of production. 

This position, in many cases, becomes the integrating link in 

the production program. He is the only person, other than the division 

chairperson, who is involved with all the productions.• Most private 

colleges use the same performance facility for the production of dramas, 

musicals and operas. This facility includes the theatre, or stage 

space, scene shop, costume shop and all storage areas. It is obvious 

that the proper management of a scene shop, for instance, would be 

more efficient if managed by the same person for the entire production 

program, rather than a different technical director being engaged for 

each specific production. 

The multiple use of a performance facility is also a rationale 

for the consolidation of disciplines into a single division. The other 

altemative—different areas under different management using the 

facility—is cumbersome and inefficient. 

Conclusion 

It is felt the limitation of this study to small private 

liberal arts colleges is justified. (1) The liberal arts educational 
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philosophy remains a viable educational philosophy. (2) The small 

private college maintains a position in today's higher education 

climate. This position remains as important as it did in the earlier 

days of higher education in America. It is the private college that 

first appeared as an institution of higher education in America. This 

foundation remains quite strong, despite recent clairas that the sraall 

private liberal arts college is a dying species. (3) Divisions of fine 

arts within the private college are an efficient consolidation of 

traditional disciplines and allow for the effective and efficient 

operation of a production prograra. 

The divisional systera and the private college have direct 

implications to one another managerially. The unique consolidation of 

disciplines (music, theatre and art) requires a specified system of 

management to effectively and efficiently ensure a quality and 

centralized production program. This is considered to be tme because 

of the following three reasons. 

(1) The divisional system is a natural organizational structure 

for the private college. Before the organizational structure can work 

pragmatically, however, specific guidelines must be developed and 

observed. The natural tendency, particularly with faculty who 

previously worked under the departmental structure, is to ignore the 

formal divisional stmcture and informally operate according to a 

"quasi-departmental" stmcture. The managerial implications of this 

are potentially dangerous. The divisional system allows for smaller, 

inefficient one and two-man departments to join forces with similar 

departments for a smoother, more effective educational entity. Failure 
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to allow this to work pragmatically defies the purpose of the divisional 

system. 

(2) A fine arts division, which is constantly in the public eye, 

must develop a recognizable positive image. This image becomes, in 

many cases, the only contact with the community. The divisional system 

can allow for two or more areas to join forces and becorae identified as 

one. The altemative, each discipline striving to develop its own 

image, could becorae confusing to the public and increasingly difficult 

to maintain. 

If a private college is in the same city or area as a larger 

state-supported college or university, this concept is even more 

important. The smaller private college, in many cases, is at a 

disadvantage as both the private and state-supported college strive to 

attract the same art consuming public as an audience. The larger 

state-supported college often has an advantage in establishing a 

quality play season and an audience, because it usually has larger 

financial budgets, larger faculties, student bodies and better 

facilities. When the areas of music, drama and art, in the private 

college consolidate into a single operating unit, such as a division 

of fine arts, they become more competitive with the larger college. 

This alignment can greatly aid in the private college developing a 

positive image with the arts consuming public. 

(3) A divisional system in the private college avoids costly 

duplication of services. A division of fine arts can use the services 

of staff, such as a designer-technical director, and avoid duplicating 

these services. Other areas of duplication are likely in promotion and 
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publicity and establishing inventories of stock scenery, costumes and 

properties. Avoiding duplication of services in all areas of production 

would be a more effective and efficient method of organizing a 

production program. The divisional system in the private college, if 

well organized and the guidelines carefully administered, will 

inherently avoid duplication. 

Chapter IV contains a descriptive analysis of the data collected 

from seventy-five small private liberal arts colleges in America. The 

questionnaire was designed to raeasure the degree and kind of systeraatic 

management presently used in the production programs within divisions 

of fine arts in private colleges. Information conceming the planning, 

organizing, staffing, influencing and controlling practices was 

collected. 



CHAPTER IV 

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF THE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 

FOR DIVISIONS OF FINE ARTS IN 

SMALL PRIVATE COLLEGES 

Introduction 

The successful completion of this study required an analysis 

of the management practices in divisions of fine arts in the private 

college. The purpose of this analysis was two-fold: (1) to measure the 

kind and degree of systematic manageraent presently in use in the 

divisions of fine arts, and (2) to determine if similarities exist 

between recognized theories of management and actual practices. 

This need for analysis culrainated in the developraent of a 

sampling instrument to gather pertinent information about the planning, 

organizing, staffing, influencing, controlling and leadership practices 

presently used by divisions of fine arts. 

This analysis and the theoretical findings of this study have 

resulted in the development of a prototypical systematic management 

system, using a functional approach, for the typical division of fine 

arts in the private college. 

The questionnaire was administered within the following 

guidelines and procedures; 

63 
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1. Using Barron's Profiles of American Colleges^, according 
to pre-determined criteria outlined in the definition 
section of Chapter I, a group of 100 out of 106 eligible 
private colleges, was selected for study. 

2. Each private college was issued a code number used for 
identification purposes only. The actual identity of 
each college was no longer used, insuring an unbiased 
account of the collected data. 

3. Current college catalogs were requested from each college's 
office of admissions. Seventy-eight were received. 

4. Four colleges were dropped from the original group of 100 
because they did not fulfill the pre-determined criteria 
for inclusion. The exclusion was based on a study of the 
current college catalogs. 

5. Ten colleges were randomly selected from the group of 
ninety-six to participate in a pre-test of the 
ques tionnaire. 

6. The questionnaire was pre-tested for reliability as a 
sampling instmment. It was sent to the chairpersons of 
divisions of fine arts in the randomly selected group of 
ten colleges. In this pre-test, the interviewees had the 
opportunity to comment on the instmment. Their comments 
were used to revise the final questionnaire. 

7. After the ten pre-test questionnaires were retumed, the 
fine arts division chairpersons were contacted through 
telephone conversations and asked to provide more 
detailed information. 

8. The data collected frora the pre-test questionnaire was 
tabulated through a process of: (1) raaking a nuraerical 
count of the responses to the individual questions, and 
(2) converting the numerical count to percentages 
rounded off to the nearest one-hundredth of a percent. 

9. The data collected in both the pre-test questionnaire and 
the telephone interviews was used to determine the 
effectiveness and efficiency of the sampling instrument. 
The questionnaire was revised accordingly. 

10. The revised questionnaire was then sent to the remaining 
eighty-six colleges within the previously selected group. 

^Barron's Profiles of American Colleges, lOth ed.(Woodbury, 
New York: Barron's Educational Series, Inc., 1976). 
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Sixty-five (75%) were retumed. 

11. Ten of these colleges were randomly selected for follow-up, 
in-depth interviews. It was felt that a group of ten would 
be more manageable than a larger group, yet sufficiently 
large enough to provide reliable data. 

12. The data collected from the revised questionnaire was 
tabulated through a process of: (1) making a numerical 
count of the responses to the individual questions, and 
(2) converting the numerical count to percentages rounded 
off to the nearest one-hundredth of a percent. 

13. These results were corabined with those of the ten pre-test 
colleges to disclose the final results. The total retum 
was seventy-five out of ninety-six or a 78% total retum. 

14. The tabulation process was conducted twice and then 
re-checked to insure accuracy. 

15. The data collected from the questionnaire and the 
telephone interviews with the division chairpersons were 
then analyzed to determine the degree and kind of 
systematic management and administration that exist on 
the fine arts divisional level. 

The questionnaire was separated into six parts. The first part 

was an institutional analysis which disclosed whether or not the college 

fulfilled the criteria for inclusion. Each of the five remaining parts 

was designed to measure one of the five managerial functions. The 

complete statistical data collected from both the pre-test and the 

revised questionnaire are contained in Appendixes A and B. 

Control for the Sampling Process 

Throughout the administration of the questionnaire every 

attempt was made to control the sampling process and ensure an accurate 

report of the management process in the fine arts divisions of private 

colleges. Admittedly, however, there were two chief areas that were 

difficult, if not impossible, to control perfectly. 
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(1) Since the questionnaires were issued to division 

chairpersons, a degree of their own perceptions of how they manage a 

division is undoubtedly present. As was stated in Chapter II, it is 

not the intent of this study to imply that arts managers do not 

exercise management functions in the day-to-day management of their 

production programs. Arts managers plan, organize, staff, influence 

and control, but it is felt that raost do not consciously integrate these 

five management functions into a systematic approach to the successful 

management of their programs. Therefore, a fine arts division 

chairperson's perception of the degree of integration of the five 

management functions into a systematic approach is in question. He 

may feel that his system is integrated into a prescribed systera based 

on sound management principles, yet when his system is aligned with a 

specific analysis of the five manageraent functions, such as this one, 

it becomes obvious that the degree of integration is perhaps less than 

he might think. 

(2) The questionnaire was seeking information based on a style 

of management on the fine arts divisional level, not the college level. 

It became apparent, primarily through the telephone interviews, that a 

few of the division chairpersons were answering some of the questions 

with the total college in mind rather than the division. For example, 

it is known that a few division chairpersons answered positively the 

question conceming a statement of mission and purpose with the total 

college in mind, feeling that the college's stateraent would suffice 

in lieu of a divisional one. While it would be likely that a division's 

purpose and mission would be in harmony with the parent institution's, 
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these responses reflect a lack of correlation between the total response 

and degree of effective management on the divisional level. 

The remainder of this chapter treats each of the five 

management functions as it relates to the degree of systematic usage 

in the administration of a production prograra for a division of fine 

arts in the private college. A descriptive analysis of each function 

is included along with an overall analysis of the managment process. 

Institutional Analysis 

All of the colleges which responded to the survey are included 

in the analysis of this section. If a specific college did not adhere 

to all of the criteria for inclusion, it was dropped and is not 

reflected in the analysis of the remaining five parts of the 

questionnaire. For example, the colleges that were not organized along 

the divisional structure (17.33%) were deleted after the institutional 

analysis. 

Of the seventy-five colleges that responded to the 

questionnaire, a majority of them receive their financial support from 

private or non-govemmental sources. These private sources include 

tuition, planned giving and endowraent earnings. A few colleges accept 

a rather large portion of their income from govemmental sources. This 

was not considered significant unless a college received ten or more 

per cent of their total income from govemment sources. 

A majority (82.67%) of the colleges surveyed are organized into 

divisions. Some (18.67%) are organized into divisions of humanities 

and not divisions of fine arts. As stated in Chapter I, the divisional 
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concept as a whole is the issue, and those which include their 

disciplines of art, music and drama in a division of humanities are 

considered along with the fine arts divisions. An insignificant 

number (17,33%) do not subscribe to the divisional concept and are not 

included in the remainder of the analysis, 

Leadership in the divisions is provided largely (82,67%) by a 

single person, namely a division chairperson. A few allow for 

individual chairpersons of art, music or draraa; these essentially 

correspond with those that are not formally organized according to the 

divisional system, 

A majority (77.33%) of the colleges enroll from 500 to 1499 

students annually. The largest concentration (40%) appear to be from 

1000 to 1499. The college that enrolls 2000 or more students (1.33%) 

was dropped from the remainder of the analysis, as it is beyond the 

scope of this study. 

The adoption of the divisional systera of organization appears 

to be an innovation since 19 70. 

Most (48%) of the surveyed colleges' faculties directly involved 

in the production program, as defined for purposes of this study, number 

two in the area of music, two in drama or theatre, and none in art. A 

few (9.33%) colleges include an art faculty member in the production 

program. Likewise, a few (16.66%) include either one or three faculty 

members from music and drama in the production program, but a majority 

number two. 

Most (89.33%) division chairpersons have not had formal course 

work in finance, accounting or management. Also, most (90.67%) division 
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chairpersons have no formal course work in the area of management or 

accounting for the non-profit organization. These overwhelming numbers 

underscore the contention that most arts administrators in the private 

college have not had formal training in the area of organization and 

management. This lack of training is a negative element of the arts 

manageraent approach presently practiced in the private college. 

The analysis of this aspect of the questionnaire indicates a 

majority (74.67%) of the colleges surveyed fulfill the pre-determined 

criteria for inclusion in this study. However, for various reasons, 

the few (25.33%) that do not, have not been included in the remainder 

of the questionnaire analysis. Only those which fulfill all of the 

criteria are included from this point on. 

Planning 

Most (65.33%) production programs in the private college do not 

operate under a set of written operational goals and objectives. Many 

(58.67%) do not operate under a written philosophical statement of 

mission and purpose. These two are basic and fundamental for developing 

an adequate planning process. As stated in Chapter II, careful planning 

must begin with a statement of mission and purpose, as well as a 

rationale for existence. 

Some colleges have replied that such a statement of mission 

and purpose is not necessary because it becomes lost in the day-to-day 

operation of the production program and is, therefore, useless. This is 

likely tme if it is not accompanied by a set of operational goals and 

objectives which are applicable to the day-to-day operation. These 
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responses by the colleges surveyed clearly support a lack of systematic 

planning that is basic to good management practice. 

In a majority (63.99%) of cases, the chairperson is usually 

responsible for the production planning process, pointing to an 

adherence to the scalar principle and unity of command. The clearer 

the line of authority from the ultimate authority for management to 

every subordinate, the more effective will be responsible decision-

making and organizational communication. 

There are a few cases where an individual director (12%), or 

a subordinate manager (20%) is largely responsible for the planning 

process, intermpting unity of command. An organization operates more 

sraoothly if the planning process is coordinated by a single person. 

A majority (60.67%) of the subordinate managers (directors, 

technical directors, etc.) participate, but are not mainly responsible 

for the planning process. A central figure, usually the division 

chairperson, should, however, coordinate the process. An important 

number (37.34%) of subordinate managers, however, do not usually 

participate in the planning process, clearly showing an autocratic 

decision-making process is in practice. A decision must be made with 

input from the subordinate manager who best understands the operational 

ramifications of that decision. Certainly, some administrative 

decisions might not need to include input from subordinate managers, 

but a majority that affect the day-to-day operation of the production 

program should. 

The subordinate manager's input is usually or always taken into 

account by the chairperson in a decision-making process (61.33%). A 
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comparison of the responses of the number of subordinate managers who 

participate in the planning process to the number whose input is usually 

or always taken into account in a decision-making process offers further 

evidence that there is a favorable degree of participation on both 

managerial levels. 

These responses indicate good planning procedures. A 

significant number of division chairpersons, however, either seldom or 

never (38.66%) allow subordinate managers' input to be taken into 

account. 

A majority (66.66%) of the production programs do not employ a 

systematic planning chart in the planning process. A more careful 

system of planning would be permitted, if one were used. A planning 

process can be more complete and understood by all subordinate managers 

and staff if it is graphically illustrated in the form of a planning 

chart or calendar. The principle of coordination, as explained in 

Chapter II, supports this claim. 

A majority (51.99%) of the chairpersons do not plan the season's 

financial budgets. Funds, just as personnel and time, can best be 

controlled and stmctured if they are planned by a central figure such 

as a division chairperson. Almost an equal number (48%) of division 

chairpersons plan their financial budgets, pointing to the fact that a 

great number of the division chairpersons are aware of financial 

planning. What is not known, however, is if their financial planning 

is done with any concem or sensibility. It is felt that a total 

divisional operating budget should be allocated by the division 

chairperson. This allocation would include certain amounts given to 
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each area of production: scenery, promotion, costumes, lighting, 

properties and play direction. 

A majority (64%) of the division chairpersons do not 

autocratically plan the season of productions. This decision should be 

one for the individual directors, not a division chairperson. A genre 

or type of play could be suggested by a division chairperson if a 

central theme among all the season's offerings is desired, but the 

individual director should choose the specific play he will direct. A 

relatively large number of division chairpersons (36%) select the 

specific play season, even though they do not direct all the plays. 

This could tend to discourage the artistic and aesthetic aspects of play 

production. A director will likely not be motivated to direct a play 

well, if he is handed a play to direct by the division chairperson. 

The general conclusion, based on these responses to the planning 

section of the questionnaire, leads to the notion that planning on the 

fine arts divisional level is not a prescribed system based upon sound 

management principles. In addition, the inconsistency and irregularity 

of the responses from the division chairpersons to the principles 

addressed in the questionnaire substantiate the contention that weak 

and unstmctured planning exists. 

Organizing 

The survey revealed that most production programs coordinate 

their planning process through some systematic procedure. The informal 

meeting is the most common (54.67%). An informal meeting is often 

described as a production meeting, where each area of production is 
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represented by a subordinate manager. An altemative response (22.67%) 

is a formal system for decision-making, requiring a quorum to conduct 

divisional business. The least used method (2.67%) is an organizational 

chart; several (20%) divisions use no structured system. 

A majority (58.67%) of the production managers (division 

chairperson, director, technical director, business manager) do not 

have more than six staff members working under their direction, 

supporting the principle of span of management. 

A majority (52%) of the chairpersons delegate authority and 

responsibility to other members of the production staff. For instance, 

the division chairperson may delegate responsibility and authority to 

the technical director for all technical aspects of production which 

may include scenery, lighting, properties and costumes. The chairperson 

would have difficulty managing all aspects of production. It is 

significant, however, that the differential between those who delegate 

and those who do not is not large. It appears that delegation of 

authority is not widely or universally practiced. 

A majority (53.33%) of the divisions of fine arts do not 

compartmentalize their production organizations. This principle is 

closely associated with delegation of authority and responsibility. 

This writer contends that a production program should be 

compartmentalized according to function (scenery, lighting, costumes, 

etc). A subordinate manager should be placed in charge of that area of 

production with full responsibility and authority for the management of 

that area. The differential is not great, yet a considerable number 

(46.67%) do compartmentalize their production programs. 
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A majority (54.67%) of the fine arts divisions surveyed find 

it difficult to place the managerial framework of the production 

program within the managerial structure of the parent institution, 

particularly in purchasing. This is usually the case when the college's 

purchasing procedures are so rigid and constraining that it becomes 

difficult to purchase quickly, an operation that is often necessary in 

theatre production. A rather extensive purchase requisition or purchase 

order system is often required. This extensive system, which usually 

requires multiple signatures to gain authorization, is primarily why 

production programs have difficulty placing their managerial structure 

within that of the parent institution. 

A possible altemative to such an extensive system might be to 

place more authority for purchasing with the division chairperson. This 

could decrease the lengthy systera by requiring fewer signatures for 

authorization. A more specific budgetary control system would need to 

be implemented on the divisional level to monitor the flow of funds. 

Conversely, almost an equal number (45.33%) do not have difficulty 

placing a fine arts managerial stmcture within that of the parent 

institution. 

Most of the divisions of fine arts surveyed consider the 

function of organizing necessary but, on the other hand, do not possess 

a structured or systematic approach to organizing. The production 

program must be coordinated into an organized structure. This can only 

be accomplished through a prescribed system of coherent plans which are 

aligned and developed into a specific system for implementation. The 

function of organizing becomes the system of implementing, or placing 
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in action, the various plans that are created. 

It is the contention of this writer that most production 

programs within divisions of fine arts do not subscribe to such a 

systematic approach to plan implementation. Although they recognize the 

need for such organization, they often fail to put plans into action. 

A system of organizing, however, is only as good as the plans which 

guide it. 

Staffing 

The staffing function is the life giving force for any 

organization. Plans can be made, along with a system for 

implementation, but, without the personnel to perform and carry out 

those organizational systems, the organization is obviously non-

existent. The human element is a necessary and important managerial 

tool; the production programs of divisions of fine arts within the 

private college recognize this aspect of raanageraent. Like other 

managerial functions, however, the inconsistency of procedures causes 

concem in the area of securing and maintaining quality faculty and 

staff. 

In most private colleges the ultimate authority for staffing 

remains with the administration of the college, namely the president 

and academic dean. In the small private college a certain unity among 

the faculty is often desired, not only on the divisional level, but also 

on the college level. This is especially tme in the Christian college. 

This continuity can survive with the parent institution maintaining this 

ultimate authority for faculty selection. What makes this concept even 
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more desirable is that, in a majority (73.33%) of the colleges surveyed, 

the division chairperson is able to provide substantial input to the 

parent institution's administration toward the eventual securing of a 

person to fill a vacant position. An important number (26.66%) of the 

divisions surveyed do not feel, however, they are able to provide 

substantial input. The figure is not tremendously great but is large 

enough to cause some concem. 

The faculty and staff in the divisions of fine arts that are 

directly involved in the production program are quite small. This is 

because the total student bodies, funds available and facilities are 

also few in number. According to the survey taken for this study, the 

divisions average just under one and one-fourth positions whose 

responsibility is the direction of operas, musicals or draraas. They 

also average slightly more than one-half position in the area of 

scenery, lighting and technical direction. This position is usually a 

technical director and designer combination. Most do not maintain 

positions whose primary concem is promotion and front-of-house 

operations or costumes. Costimies and proraotion are usually handled by 

the individual director of each play or opera. While budgetary concems 

often force individual directors to accomodate these areas, the 

irregularity and inconsistency is not considered desirable. It is felt 

that each area of promotion and costuming should be coordinated by a 

single person for the entire season, similar to technical direction. 

An altemative to individual directors taking charge of 

promotion and costumes might be placing advanced students in full 

charge of these areas. An advantage to this is that it can offer the 
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consistency and regularity to the area of promotion and costumes which 

is lacking when the subordinate manager changes for each individual 

production. 

A disadvantage of this, however, exists when a student is 

placed in the difficult position of serving a dual role of student and 

subordinate manager. This places the student and faculty member on an 

equal plane organizationally. 

A majority (65%) of the divisions of fine arts surveyed do not 

employ systematic, pre-determined guidelines for the staffing of the 

production program. When a position needs to be filled, it is 

considered best to have pre-determined criteria on file conceming the 

position, so as to mle out any personal interpretations that may 

become a factor. These pre-determined criteria would include a job 

description and a personnel requisition which state the qualifications, 

education and other necessary information for the position. 

A majority (52%) of the chairpersons surveyed hold the 

subordinate managers accountable for their area of responsibility. This 

shows the chairpersons delegate not only responsibility but authority. 

A similar number (48%) do not hold the subordinates accountable for 

their area of responsibility, nor do (54.66%) the division chairpersons 

assume ultimate authority for the production program. A paradox seems 

to exist because a majority (52%) of division chairpersons hold the 

subordinates accountable for their area of responsibility, but a 

majority (54.66%) do not hold themselves accountable for the success 

of the entire production program. 

The obvious question arises; If the subordinate managers are 
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not held accountable, does the division chairperson maintain that 

ultimate responsibility? In most cases where a division chairperson 

does not hold the subordinate managers accountable, they maintain 

ultimate accountability for the entire production program. A small 

number (19.33%) of colleges surveyed do not seera to hold anyone 

accountable for any given aspect of the production program. Because 

no one assumes ultimate responsibility and accountability for the 

program, the principles of accountability and delegation of authority 

are difficult to follow. 

A large majority (74.67%) of the divisions of fine arts 

surveyed do not maintain a file of job descriptions and personnel 

requisitions for staff positions in their production program. As was 

previously stated, the pre-determined criteria for selection of a 

faculty member should be maintained. 

Most (54.67%) fine arts production prograras do not provide 

their faculty with periodic personnel evaluations. Each faculty member 

must be kept informed of how upper management views his performance 

in his assigned tasks and responsibilities. This is not only a concem 

of the staffing function, but also of the influencing function, which 

will be discussed later. Evaluation techniques administered under 

careful and pre-determined guidelines become a valuable tool not only 

for retaining faculty members, but also for determining a base for 

promotion and salary schedules. 

Most production programs seera to view staffing on an individual 

basis when the need arises. This lacks a systematic approach to 

staffing as a portion of the management process and also lacks an 
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on-going continuity for maintaining a quality and unified faculty which 

would aid in establishing a more effective and efficient organizational 

stmcture. 

The responses to the above mentioned aspects of staffing 

substantiate the contention that staffing in the production programs 

of divisions of fine arts in the private college is not systematic. 

Since staffing is the function which places the careful planning and 

organizing into action through human resources, it is felt that a 

concerted effort should be raade to develop a systeraatic approach to 

staffing. 

Influencing 

The chairpersons of divisions of fine arts more closely adhere 

to the principles of this function than to most other functions. Most 

of thera seem to direct their staffs fairly consistently. This is likely 

for two chief reasons; (1) the size of the colleges allowing for a 

more personal style of authority and govemance, and (2) the relaxed 

climate which appears to pervade the private college, especially the 

Christian college. It is important, however, that their style of 

authority is often loose or unstmctured and lacks specific objectives. 

The system becomes, in raany instances, an individual type that raay 

change with any given situation. 

Most fine arts production programs use oral communication (72%) 

more frequently than written (18.66%) in coramunicating directives or 

information. Some programs, however, would likely be served best if 

formal written documentation were used. 
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Communication provides the network for transmitting the ideas 

which, when integrated, form the basis for production. Coramunication 

is extremely valuable to the production program from an artistic and a 

management viewpoint. The style of communication a program uses is not 

of great concem here, but having certain communication channels remain 

open is. 

Most (62.67%) production programs appear to be governed by a 

participative style, allowing for a free exchange of ideas among 

managers. A directive approach would likely discourage the creative 

flow of energies from subordinate manager to division chairperson, and 

so on through the organization. 

Vnile a seemingly insignificant percentage (25.33%) prescribe 

to a directive style of manageraent, this writer considers this 

percentage significant nonetheless. A directive style of manageraent is 

not considered best in an arts producing organization under any 

circumstances. These divisions, along with those who prescribe to a 

free rein style (16%) are not considered to be making the best choice 

in govemance styles. 

A participative style of govemance seems to coincide with the 

conclusions drawn earlier in the planning section; the subordinate 

manager's input is usually (76.33%) taken into account by division 

chairpersons in decision-making processes, and a large number (60.67%) 

of the subordinate managers participate in the planning process. 

A large number (82.67%) of the divisions of fine arts surveyed 

do not provide a system for employee motivation, growth and development 

The fine arts division's ability to install such a system is dependent 
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upon the parent institution's willingness to cooperate. It must be 

realized that there is no value to a divisional system if the parent 

institution will not also recognize the need for an employee motivation 

system. An employee, whether in the management ranks or a staff member, 

needs an opportunity for personal and professional growth. 

Each faculty meraber should be evaluated against a series of 

pre-determined guidelines that will judge how he is performing his 

assigned tasks and responsibilities. After this evaluation, a 

prescribed system for employee motivation, growth and development should 

be provided. An arts producing organization is heavily dependent upon 

the flow of creative energies frora its staff. When an employee is not 

motivated to perform his tasks well, this natural flow of artistic 

creativity is hindered. A system for employee motivation would likely 

aid in the development of a strong cohesive faculty. This stronger 

faculty unit would allow for a greater coordination of energies. 

The influencing function appears to receive the most attention 

and concerted effort from division chairpersons. The most serious flaw 

appears in the area of employee evaluation, motivation and development. 

Controlling 

Control in an organization monitors closely the plans and 

organizational structure. Control allows for the product to be 

observed in accordance with a degree of quality set forth by the goals 

and objectives. Quality standards should be established as well as a 

system to evaluate and correct deviations from those standards. 

In a majority of cases, the production programs in divisions 
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of fine arts do not possess a structured system for controlling. They 

apparently handle each area of concern individually but without a formal 

statement of quality standards. They do not (84%), for instance, have 

a control system that contains standards, an evaluation process for 

those standards, and corrective action for deviation from those 

standards. It is the contention of this writer that a structured 

control process is a necessary tool for successful raanagement. A small 

number (16%) of production programs surveyed possess such a system. 

Similarly, just under one-half (49.33%) of the production 

programs surveyed do not maintain a budgetary control system separate 

frora the parent institution's. This is considered significant, even 

though a few more programs (50.65%) provide a budgetary control system. 

In the case where such a system does not exist it is considered 

improper, even though the parent institution may maintain a control 

system. Better control can be exercised closer to the unit that is 

expending the funds, namely the production program. A specific control 

system should be developed in the production programs that do not 

presently employ one. 

Even more alarming is the number (60%) of programs that do not 

operate under consistent accounting principles. This shows a lack of 

unity and continuity within their management scherae. A superior 

solution would be the development of an accounting system that is used 

consistently throughout the production season. An altemative to this 

appears to be to handle the finances of each show separately, but this 

is not considered wise. This is not best because cost control over the 

entire production program becomes difficult, if not impossible, to 
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manage. Yet, this is often done when an individual director supervises 

the expenditure of funds for a specific show, rather than it being 

supervised by a central figure, the division chairperson. Conversely, 

a consistent accounting system could still include allocation of a 

specific budget amount to an individual director, or other subordinate 

manager, for a specific show. That amount, however, would be carefully 

audited and supervised by the division chairperson throughout the 

production schedule, 

A consistent accounting system should be developed within the 

division of fine arts to be used in conjunction with the parent 

institution's system. The parent institution's and the division's 

systera can be used in a "check and balance" fashion to rectify any 

discrepancies that may occur. 

Control, whether of finances, personnel, time or product is a 

necessary aspect of the management process. It cannot be ignored. The 

control process is the sub-system of the total managerial system that 

maintains the organization within the parameters of the goals and 

objectives. Without a carefully planned and administered system, all 

the other functions become meaningless and superfluous. Second only to 

planning, controlling is the raost important function of management. 

Conclusion 

The questionnaire generated a wealth of information which gave 

valuable insight into the management processes presently in practice in 

the typical fine arts divisions of private colleges in America. The 

concluaion drawn from this survey is clear: the typical fine arts 
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production program does not operate within a specific system of 

management. Present "systems" are, at best, loose, unstmctured, 

unorganized, sporadic and inconsistent. This is not considered to be a 

favorable approach to management. A majority of divisions of fine arts 

lack a prescribed systera of organization, in varying degrees, in all 

five managerial functions. This is especially tme in planning, 

organizing, staffing and controlling. The influencing function appears 

to receive more attention from division chairpersons than the other 

four. Many of the division chairpersons recognize the need for 

systeraatic management, but they feel their programs are too small for 

such a system, their present staff is not sufficiently large, or the 

cost of impleraenting such a system would be prohibitive. It is felt, 

however, that none of these reasons are valid; their small size 

warrants a specific system of management, staff would likely not need 

to be enlarged, and systeraatic management would actually save money in 

the long m n . 

The statistics referred to in this analysis reflect an accurate 

retum of the responses to the individual questions by division 

chairpersons of the divisions of fine arts surveyed. As was stated 

earlier, their perceptions of how they manage a division is inevitably 

present in the responses. However, the general conclusions have been 

reached with the knowledge of this perception, coupled with information 

gained from the discussions with a few of the chairpersons during in-

depth telephone interviews. It is not felt that these perceptions have 

significantly altered the final results of the survey. 

The academic community continues to pressure divisions to 
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justify academic programs. This occurrence, coupled with the cost of 

maintaining a production program, and other pressures often exerted on 

fine arts production programs, result in the need for systematic 

management. This need cannot be overemphasized. It is further felt 

that credibility for the divisions of fine arts would be increased by 

the parent institution's administration, if divisions would develop and 

administer a specified system of management. The development of such a 

system by a division of fine arts should iramediately place them in a 

more favorable position academically and fiscally. Such a position 

certainly would increase the chances for further funding and staffing 

from the parent institution's view point. 

The administration and analysis of this questionnaire has taken 

the management process and divided it into five separate, yet related 

functions. It should be noted that in the day-to-day operation of 

management, this process cannot be separated into individual functions. 

It is, rather, a composite process made up of individual components. 

None of these functions can be performed without involving the others. 

For the purposes of descriptive research and analysis, however, this 

functional division can take place and is necessary to understand fully 

the process of management. Before the process can work in practice, 

however, it must be integrated into a single operating unit. This 

process becomes the task of the manager. He performs his duties as a 

coordinator of human efforts working toward a single result—the 

successful operation of an organization. 

The next step ia to integrate these functions and develop a 

system that is a working model for management. Chapter V takes the 
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conclusions drawn from the survey and compares them to the management 

theory developed in Chapter II. From this comparative analysis a 

system of management has been developed for the typical production 

programs of divisions of fine arts within the small private college. 

Chapter V approaches each function, makes recommendations and suggests 

revisions in the form of a design for systems and procedures which will 

allow for an effective and efficient system of management. 



CHAPTER V 

A DESIGN FOR MANAGERIAL SYSTEMS AND PROCEDURES 

FOR DIVISIONS OF FINE ARTS IN 

SMALL PRIVATE COLLEGES 

Introduction 

The need for a managerial system for the division of fine arts 

in the small private college has been established in the previous four 

chapters of this study. The purpose of this chapter is to place the 

management theory into a system that will be easily understood by arts 

managers and will be a practical approach to the effective and 

efficient manageraent of a production prograra within a division of fine 

arts. The functional management theory, as developed in Chapter II, 

has been used to design this system coupled with the findings of the 

present practices that exist in the divisions of fine arts, as expressed 

in Chapter IV. 

This system has been designed to allow for the creation of 

policies and procedures. It is important to note that each individual 

production prograra will, no doubt, require certain applications that 

vary from one to another. It would, therefore, be unrealistic to 

mandate specific policies and procedures at this point. 

Each parent institution may have policies and procedures which 

would preclude certain divisional policies being developed. This fine 
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arts divisional management system is dependent upon the parent 

institution's willingness to cooperate. This systera becomes the sub-

system of the total college. Its ability to become a success or failure 

rests equally on the fine arts divisions and the administration of the 

parent institution. For this reason, this design for managerial systems 

has been developed for the typical division of fine arts from both a 

theoretical and functional foundation. The formulation of policies and 

procedures that are in harmony with the parent institution and the 

principles of good management is necessary, 

This chapter uses the functional process of management and 

again divides it into specific functions. A series of guidelines and 

revisions are designed for each function. It is hoped that these 

guidelines and revisions will be used by divisions of fine arts in the 

private college to establish their own specific systera of policies and 

procedures aimed toward the successful operation of their organization, 

Planning 

Planning provides the foundation for the entire management 

framework. A system that is practical and allows for implementation can 

only be created from careful planning, Planning involves a systematic 

analysis of the organization in light of probable future events. 

Planning is a rational, systematic and economic way of making decisions 

today that will affect the future,^ 

Claude S. George, Jr., The History of Management Thought 
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1972), p. 174. 
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Mission and Purpose 

The planning process must begin with a statement of raission and 

purpose. Each production program must formulate a statement that 

provides the rationale for existence and a philosophical base for the 

realization of a finished product. A typical statement of mission and 

purpose for a production program might read: 

To be a first class center for leaming in the arts 
that will provide, through a liberal arts foundation, 
the necessary educational tools and serve as a resource 
center for the appreciation and understanding of all 
art forms. 

This statement specifies in a single sentence the purpose and 

ultimate raission of the fine arts producing organization. It is 

important to note this statemeat is not operational; it does not 

provide a systera for achieving this purpose. 

Goals 

The stateraent of mission and purpose must be divided into 

specific goals that are operational. The terra operational means a 

course or series of actions necessary to effect a certain purpose. It 

is a process through which the purpose of the organization is attained. 

Further still, objectives are operational statements that provide for 

the realization of the goals. As Chapter II provided, goals must be 

multiple. A single goal would be too encompassing. Multiple goals 

narrow the specific targets of the organization into a series that are 

reachable. 

A series of goals for the typical division of fine arts 

production program might read; 
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1. To serve the students of the college with a laboratory 
in the education of the musical and dramatic arts, 

2. To serve the public as a resource center for the 
appreciation of the various art forms. 

3. To provide a variety of educational experiences in the 
promotion of theatre as an art form. 

Objectives 

While the goals come closer to an operational framework, they 

still lack a vehicle for implementation. A further breakdown, through 

a series of objectives, allow for implementation to occur. These goals, 

therefore, must be translated into specific objectives that, when 

fulfilled, allow both the goals and the purpose of the organization to 

be realized. 

A series of objectives for the typical division of fine arts 

production program might read; 

1. To train theatre practitioners in the art of play, musical 
and opera production. 

2. To train leaders in the performing arts for the nation. 

3. To provide the public an annual season of theatrical 
offerings that will contribute to their entertainment 
and cultural growth. 

4. To offer an annual season of productions representative 
of the major trends in the American and European musical, 
opera and theatre. 

5. To provide a base of theatrical information and expertise 
for the public and students and serve as a reference 
resource for this region of the country. 

Long-Range Plans 

The statements of mission and purpose, goals and objectives are 

considered long-range plans. These plans are expected to span five to 
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ten years. Provisions should be made for periodic review of the long-

range plans. The direction and purpose of the organization may change, 

and the goals and objectives may require revision. Certainly, the long-

range plans require modification only when the purpose of the 

organization seems to be changing. As long as the goals and objectives 

serve the organization, modification is not necessary. 

Short-Range Plans 

The goals and objectives must be further translated into 

specific prograras and activities which allow for the fulfillment of the 

goals and objectives. These activities would include the development of 

programs that provide for the educational process. These programs would 

include the season of plays, operas and musicals. Each production would 

include specific areas aimed toward leaming the production process; 

direction of the play, scenery, lighting, properties, costumes, 

promotion and publicity, and production management. 

The specific programs and activities are considered short-range 

plans. These plans are expected to span six to twelve months. In the 

production program, a season of plays that seeks to realize the goals 

and objectives would change each year. Perhaps even the approach to 

theatre production would change. These could reflect a change in the 

student population, the interests and expertise of the faculty or an 

interest in providing special types of programs. It is important that 

the short-range plans, even when they change, maintain an alignment with 

the long-range plans. 

It is recommended that the fine arts production program develop 
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a series of short and long-range plans that fulfill their own mission. 

These plans would develop in meetings with the entire faculty and 

staff. A participative style of planning is encouraged. If a new 

organization not having a full staff is developing these plans, as many 

people as are available should be consulted. The division chairperson 

should not autocratically develop plans and then impose thera upon the 

faculty and staff. 

Decision-Making 

The faculty and staff should establish a system in which to make 

rational decisions conceming the development of long and short-range 

plans. A system similar to the one suggested in Chapter II (pages 18-

19) would be appropriate. The specific system is not of great 

importance, but being certain that sorae type of organized program is 

developed is cmcial. 

Many different aspects of play production must be considered as 

plans are finalized. The budgets of funds, time and personnel must be 

considered as plans are being made. For example, are the funds 

available sufficient for the implementation of such a program? Are 

there provisions for securing a sufficiently large faculty and staff to 

administer the program? These questions, along with others, must be 

addressed in the planning sessions. 

It is important to realize that the planning procedures must 

continue throughout the managerial process. Planning is not an aspect 

of management that is completed in its totality prior to work in other 

areas of the managerial process. 
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Organizing 

Organizing is simply a system of plan implementation~a vehicle 

for placing the plans into action is developed through a process of 

organization. The process of organizing consists of essentially three 

aspects: (1) coordination, (2) span of management, and (3) 

departmentalization. 

Coordination 

Coordination is integrating all the divisions of labor into a 

formalized statement of the organization. This integration can best be 

accomplished by drafting an organizational chart (Figure V-1). This 

chart integrates the many facets of the production organization into a 

set of departments. All the positions necessary for the successful 

operation of the program are created. It is recomraended that the 

following positions be designed for a typical fine arts production 

program: a division chairperson, director, designer-technical director, 

business manager, choreographer, music director-conductor, stage 

manager, promotion and house assistant, box office assistant, scenery 

assistant, lights-sound assistant, properties assistant and costume 

assistant. Some of these positions will, naturally, be combined and 

served by a single staff member. Staffing of these positions will be 

discussed in the staffing section. 

This chart is prepared by the division chairperson in 

consultation with other members of the faculty, so that all areas of 

production are included. Throughout this process, the coordination of 

the efforts of each area is considered through one, two or all three 
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types of coordination, aa discussed in Chapter II (pages 25-28). Close 

attention should be paid to the scalar principle and unity of command. 

The scalar principle allows for a formal chain of command to be 

developed within the production organization. The principle of unity 

of command allows for an individual to have a reporting relationship to 

a single superior. 

Vertical and Horizontal Coordination 

Two types of coordination are suggested in developing the 

organizational chart for a fine arts production program; (1) vertical 

and (2) horizontal. When two persons are placed on a vertical axis to 

one another, for example the division chairperson and the director, it 

clearly indicates the division chairperson is superior to the director. 

The chain of command is clear. Horizontal coordination exists when two 

people are placed in a horizontal relationship on the organizational 

chart. This relationship, commonly referred to as a staff 

relationship, may be noted through the use of a dashed line. For 

example, the business manager relates to the director through a staff 

relationship. The director does not serve this position as its 

superior. Yet, the director advises or serves in an advisory 

relationship and can, organizationally, provide valuable input into the 

decisions made on that level. The division chairperson serves these two 

positions as their superior because of the vertical relationship. 

When this organizational chart is completed the organization's 

adherence to the scalar principle and unity of command is clearly 

stated. In order for the organization to function as structured. 
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deviation from these principles cannot be accepted. For instance, 

the director does not hold the final authority over the areas of 

promotion, house and business. The graphic representation of these 

principles aid all staff in understanding and following the 

organizational structure. 

Delegation of Authority and Responsibility 

Also intrinsic to the concept of coordination is the principle 

of delegation of authority and responsibility. This principle states 

that a manager has the opportunity to delegate to subordinate managers 

the authority and responsibility to manage their respective areas of 

production. It would be impossible for a division chairperson to 

effectively manage all areas of production. He, therefore, delegates 

the authority and hence the responsibility to a subordinate manager to 

manage a specific area. For example, the division chairperson delegates 

the authority and responsibility for management of the technical aspects 

of the production program to the technical director. When this is 

accomplished, the technical director has the hierarchical obligation 

and responsibility to make decisions for and to administer the 

technical staff. The division chairperson would no longer have the 

hierarchical obligation or responsibility to make decisions for the 

scenic staff without consultation with the technical director. If this 

were to occur, the division chairperson would be overstepping his own 

authority. 

It should be noted, that the delegation of responsibility 

necessitates delegation of authority over that specific area also. One 
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cannot be granted without the other. A subordinate manager cannot be 

given the responsibility to direct an area without the authority to 

make decisions relative to that area. 

Accountability 

The principle of accountability should also accompany the 

delegation of responsibility and authority. This principle states that 

the subordinate manager is held accountable for his decisions and 

ultimately the successful operation of that area of production. The 

technical director, for instance, must be held accountable for his 

judgments and actions. 

Span of Management 

The number of persons a manager can effectively manage will 

vary, depending upon several variables such as the degree of task 

difficulty, but that number is usually considered to be approximately 

six. The principle of span of management is closely related to the 

hierarchical structure previously discussed. If an organizational chart 

shows a manager is not directly responsible for more than about six 

subordinate managers, the principle is being observed. Naturally, one 

person will likely fulfill the role of several positions collectively. 

Figure V-1 shows the span of manageraent principle is being observed. 

The division chairperson is not directly responsible for more than six 

subordinate managers, nor is any subordinate manager responsible for 

more than six staff members. 

An ideal graphic representation will disclose an equilateral 

triangle. This implies that a preferred number of subordinate managers 
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exist in relation to the higher level manager. A broader based 

pyramid—too many subordinate managers responsible to too few higher 

level managers—discloses an imbalance of higher level managers to 

subordinate managers. 

It is recommended that the organizational structure for a 

division of fine arts in the private college observe this principle. 

An organizational structure similar to the one illustrated in Figure 

V-1 provides this. 

Departmentalization 

When an organization is formulated according to the principles 

previously addressed, departmentalization will occur. Departmental-

ization is the creation of departments within the organization that 

function separately, yet in a working relationship to one another. 

A single subordinate manager serves each department as its authority. 

The organizational chart for a typical division of fine arts 

production program (Figure V-1) allows for several departments to be 

created: play direction, scenery-properties-lighting, costumes and 

front-of-house operations. These departments have been created 

according to the function they serve. Each department is served by a 

subordinate manager with the division chairperson serving as the top 

level manager for the entire production program. For example, the 

director of an individual play serves the play direction department, 

the designer-technical director serves the technical department and the 

division chairperson serves the front-of-house department. 

Each department is responsible for those aspects of play 
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production that have been assigned to it. For instance, the scenery-

properties-lighting department is responsible for the preparation of 

those three areas. Each department operates separately frora one 

another, but a degree of cooperation exists between them. It is the 

responsibility of the division chairperson to ensure this cooperation 

is raaintained. 

This system of organization allows for the program to operate 

smoothly and efficiently. If the division chairperson were to atterapt 

to manage and administer all the areas collectively, an ineffective and 

inefficient operation would occur. 

Budgets 

The allocation of resources to each department includes the 

budgeting of funds, time and personnel. Budgeting of personnel will 

be discussed in the staffing section. 

In a typical division of fine arts the division chairperson 

receives a financial allocation from the academic dean of the college. 

These funds are those designated for the operation of the entire 

division, of which the production program is a part. The division 

chairperson should prepare a budget that allocates percentages to each 

area of the division including the production program. This budget 

would consist of two sections: (1) an income prospectus, Figure V-2, 

and (2) an expenditure prospectus, Figure V-3. 

Income Prospectus 

The income prospectus would include the amount of funds 

allocated from the college and an estimated income from the box office. 
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A. BOX OFFICE RECEIPTS 

175 Season Tickets $ 
@ $ . _ 

550 Adult Single Admissions $ 

? $ ._ 

595 Student Single Admissions $ 
(§ $ . _ 

Total Estimated Box Office Income . . . . $ 

B. COLLEGE FINANCIAL ALLOCATION $ 

Total Estimated Income $ 

FIGURE V-2 

SAMPLE SEASON PRODUCTION PROGRAM 
INCOME PROSPECTUS 
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Front-of-House Operations $_ 

Play Direction (including scripts and 

royalties) $_ 

Scenery-Props-Lighting $_ 

Costumes $_ 

Capital Equipment $_ 

Salaries $_ 

Miscellaneous $_ 

Contingency v_ 

TOTAL $ 

(5%) 

(5%) 

(10%) 

(7%) 

(2%) 

(62%) 

(2%) 

(7%) 

(100%) 

FIGURE V-3 

SAMPLE SEASON PRODUCTION PROGRAM 
EXPENDITURE PROSPECTUS 
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It is recommended that no more than 55% of the total house capacity be 

planned in the income prospectus, unless the history of attendance for 

the previous years could yield a more accurate estimate of attendance. 

If this is the case, it should be used in lieu of the 55% figure. 

For example, in the case of the 55% estimate, if the auditorium seats 

600 people, no more than 330 paid admissions should be planned in the 

income prospectus per performance. If each performance will be 

performed three times and four shows comprise the season, no more than 

3,960 paid admissions should be planned annually. 

Expenditure Prospectus 

The division chairperson would determine certain percentages of 

the production program budget that will be allocated to each department. 

The specific amount will vary according to the season, but as a 

guideline, it is recommended that the percentages, shown in Figure V-3, 

be allocated to each department in the form of an expenditure 

prospectus. 

The capital equipment area of the budget is reserved for 

repairing or replacing permanent equipment. The miscellaneous area is 

reserved for any expense that does not fall into any of the other budget 

accounts. The contingency account is reserved for unexpected 

expenditures or emergencies that may occur. 

Every subordinate manager should be given the authority to 

authorize expenditures from the account under his control. For example, 

the technical director should have the authority to authorize use of the 

scenery-properties-lighting fund as needed for the preparation of that 
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area. 

Purchasing 

A system of purchasing must be developed for the division of 

fine arts. It is of primary importance that the system be in harmony 

with the parent institution's system of purchasing. As stated in 

Chapter IV, some divisions find it difficult to integrate their 

purchasing system with that of the parent institution. These systems 

often require an abundance of signatures for final authorization ranging 

from the subordinate manager to the division chairperson, to the dean, 

business manager and chief accountant of the college. If at all 

possible, it is recommended that more authority for purchasing be given 

to the division chairperson to lessen the number of channels necessary 

for a purchase request. This would streamline the purchase request 

system and save time, which is often so important to production 

programs. This could be done, however, only if the parent institution 

will allow it. A sample purchase order which could be used is shown 

in Figure V-4. 

Accounting Systera 

The incorae and expenditure of funds must be closely monitored 

through a divisional accounting system. This system could be any of 

many available types, as long as it is developed within the accounting 

policies of the parent insitution. It is hoped that even a ledger 

which includes entries on a credit and debit side would be used on the 

divisional level (Figure V-5). No matter what type of system is used, 

a consistency should be observed and maintained throughout the 
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production season for all productions. The division chairpersons should 

monitor the expenditure and income of funds. A control system should be 

developed to rectify any discrepancies or raisuse in the expenditure of 

funds. This control system will be discussed in the controlling 

section. 

Allocation of Time 

The allocation of time is a necessary budgeted resource in any 

production program. Sufficient time should be allocated for the 

successful production of the season, so as to raaintain the integrity 

and quality of the season as set forth by the goals and objectives of 

the organization. When the season is planned, close attention to this 

budget should be paid. It is recommended that the typical division of 

fine arts in the private college produce four productions annually. 

Normally two each semester would be the rule. More specifically, it is 

recommended that two of the productions be dramatic plays and the 

remaining two be operas or rausicals. If the academic calendar is the 

seraester system, it is recommended that the first show be produced in 

mid to late October, the second in early December, the third in early 

March and the fourth in mid to late April. This type of schedule would 

permit sufficient time for the preparation of each production. 

A control system should be implemented to monitor the use of 

time. This control system will be discussed in the controlling section. 

Staffing 

The function of staffing includes the placement, development 

and growth of members of the fine arts production program. This 
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includes both the managerial and subordinate levels. The first step in 

the staffing process is to refer to the organizational chart and 

determine the number of staff necessary to fulfill the mission of the 

program. Certain considerations must be made when this is done; for 

instance, the funds available for the creation of staffed positions must 

be closely studied. 

It is felt that in a majority of cases, the typical division of 

fine arts will not be able to create individual positions for all the 

areas required on the organizational chart. Some positions will be 

combined with others. There are some natural tendencies in this area. 

It is likely that the number of faculty positions directly responsible 

to the production program will number four. It is recommended that one 

of these positions be the division chairperson, another be a designer-

technical director whose responsibilities includes technical direction 

and scenery, properties, lighting and costume design. The reraaining two 

positions should be directorial positions, one in theatre and the other 

in opera and music theatre. 

It is further recoraraended that the business manager be a staff 

position, perhaps doubling with the division's secretarial position. 

The positions of choreographer and musical director-conductor could be 

adjunct staff positions, being filled when the need arises. It is 

anticipated that the musical director-conductor could be a member of the 

music faculty, perhaps the band or orchestra director. The 

choreographer could be a dance faculty member, if the college operates 

a dance diviaion. The stage manager, scenery assistant, lighting-sound 

assistant, properties assistant, costume assistant, promotion-house 
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assistant and box office assistant should be student positions. These 

student positions could be partially funded through federal work-study 

or similar program. 

The production crews should be organized from students wishing 

to leam that aspect of theatre production. Students enrolled in 

scenery courses would serve on the scenery crew, lighting students would 

serve as merabers of the lighting crew, and so forth. 

WTien the positions which need to be staffed are decided, job 

descriptions and personnel requisitions should be prepared. The 

following are sample job descriptions that would serve the typical 

fine arts production program. 
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Sample Job Descriptions 

Fine Arts Division Chairperson - The division chairperson provides 
leadership in the operation of educational programs which include 
both academic classroom work and production work. Specific duties 
include developing and administering all budgets of the fine arts 
production program and its projects, recruiting, hiring and training 
the faculty and staff of the college theatre and maintaining and 
operating the facilities of the college theatre. All production 
operations are the ultimate responsibility of the division chairperson, 
who has the authority to delegate responsibility for these operations 
to members of the faculty and staff. 

Designer-Technical Director - The designer-technical director is 
responsible for the design of all productions. He ensures that the 
aesthetic quality of all visual elements are coordinated and unified 
with other aspects of the production. His work should begin with 
consultations with the director of each production conceming the 
concept and style of the show. He is responsible for providing a 
rendering or raodel of his design, floor plans, working drawings, 
selecting or approving properties and set decorations, lighting and 
costurae designs. He also oversees all technical operations, which 
include supervision of the paid technical staff and the production 
crews, planning and organizing the daily work schedule, ordering 
construction materials, ordering equipment repairs and organizing 
technical rehearsals. In addition, he is responsible for the 
maintenance and security of the scene $hop, light and sound booths, 
property and costume shops and all related storage areas. 

Director - The director of a specific play is responsible for the stage 
operation of the play, opera or musical he directs. He receives his 
authority from the division chairperson with the direction assignraent. 
He is the final arbiter of the interpretation and style given a 
production. The director selects the audition raaterials, casts the 
production, schedules rehearsals, selects the assistant director-
stage manager and directs the production. 

Business Manager - The business manager is a staff member who is 
responsibile for all business functions which include all business 
correspondence, ticket sales, financial transactions, supervision of 
all production budgets, student promotion, house and box office staff 
and security of the box office. The business manager fulfills three 
functions: promotion, house and business manageraent. In these other 
functions the business manager is charged with the responsibility for 
directing all promotion campaigns and supervising the house. 

Musical Director-Conductor - The musical director-conductor is an 
adjunct staff meraber secured on an individual show basis, when the 
need arises. His responsibilities include assisting the director in 
the coordination of the musical aspects of the opera or musical, 
and securing the musicians for the orchestra, if needed. He also serves 
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the production as the conductor of the orchestra during performance. 

Choreographer - The choreographer is an adjunct staff member secured on 
an individual show basis, when the need arises. His responsibilities 
are to assist the director in the coordination of all dance numbers in 
a musical or opera. This includes designing the dance and preparing the 
dancers during rehearsal. 

Assistant Director-Stage Manager - The assistant director-stage manager 
is a student hired for each show by the director to assist the director 
in his responsibilities. The position responsibilities may vary 
according to the wishes of the director, but primarily, he serves as a 
link between the cast and director during rehearsals and assumes an 
administrative position in the total management of a production through 
technical rehearsals and the m n of a show. 

Scenery Assistant - The scenery assistant is an advanced student hired 
to assist the designer-technical director in the operation of the scene 
shop. He helps train and supervise the scenery crews in the 
construction, painting and set-up of the scenery. 

Lights-Sound Assistant - The lights-sound assistant is an advanced 
student hired to assist the designer-technical director in the operation 
of lighting and sound. He helps train and supervise the crews in the 
execution of lighting and sound designs. 

Properties Assistant - The properties assistant is an advanced student 
hired to assist the designer-technical director in the operation of the 
properties shop. He helps train and supervise the properties crew in 
the gathering and building of stage properties. 

Costume Assistant - The costume assistant is an advanced student hired 
to assist the designer-technical director in the operation of the 
costume shop. He helps train and supervise the crews in the execution 
of the costume designs. 

Promotion-House Assistant - The promotion and house assistant is an 
advanced student hired to assist the business manager in the operation 
of promotion and the house. He helps train and supervise the house and 
promotion crews. 

Box Office Assistant - The box office assistant is an advanced student 
hired to assist the business manager in the operation of the box office. 
He helps train and supervise the box office crews. 
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Personnel Requisition 

In addition to the job descriptions, personnel requisitions 

should be prepared, stipulating all qualifications necessary for each 

position. These qualifications would include age, education, experience 

and degree preparation necessary for fulfilling the position. Salary, 

faculty rank, if applicable, and other pertinent information should be 

included. 

The decision of qualifications should be made by the division 

chairperson, in consultation with the college's academic dean. These 

qualifications will vary, depending upon the individual needs of the 

production program and the guidelines of the parent institution. 

Wlien job descriptions and personnel requisitions are complete 

a system of securing the personnel to fill these positions should be 

developed. It is recoramended a procedure that is in close harmony with 

the parent institution's procedures for securing faculty and staff be 

observed. As was noted in Chapter IV, it is further recommended the 

advertising process, screening and ultimate hiring sequence remain with 

the parent institution*s administration. This will allow for the 

unification of the total college faculty that is often sought in the 

private college. It is important, however, that a substantial degree of 

input from the division chairperson be included in the final decision. 

Personnel Evaluation 

A system of personnel evaluation s.hould be developed. This 

process should include a yearly review of all personnel: faculty, staff 

and administration. If the parent institution has such a system, it 
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should be observed. If not, a divisional process should be designed. 

A sample divisional evaluation form which could be used is shown in 

Figure V-6. It is anticipated that this data form would be used in 

conjunction with data from other constituencies such as student, peer 

and parent institution administration. A written stateraent of 

performance criteria should be prepared. A comparative method of 

rating the personnel against the pre-determined criteria should be 

designed to serve as the evaluation instrument. Each faculty and staff 

member should be advised of his performance and the results of the 

evaluation. If weaknesses exist, he should be given ample time and 

opportunity for correcting the problem area. The results of such an 

evaluation also serve as a valuable tool in developing a system of 

employee motivation, which will be discussed in the influencing section. 

Influencing 

The function of influencing includes the following: (1) 

communication, (2) authority, (3) style of governance, and (4) employee 

motivation. 

Communication 

A specific system for coramunicating ideas and directives within 

the division of fine arts production program is necessary. It is 

recommended that at least bi-weekly production meetings be held during 

the period a production is in rehearsal. Attendance by the division 

chairperson, director, designer-technical director and business manager 

would be required. The purpose of these meetings would be to discuss 

necessary matters relating to the production. This would ensure that 
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Name: 

Position: 

Highest Degree Held: 

Number of Years Service at this Institution 

Total Number of Years Service (including previous colleges) 

Suramary of Production Responsibilities and Assignraents 

Summary Publications, Convention Workshops etc. 

Summary of Community Service 

Chairperson's Summary of Performance: 

FIGURE V-6 

SAMPLE PRODUCTION PROGRAM 
PERSONNEL EVALUATION FORM 
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each manager is aware of the state of each area of production. If any 

problems were to occur they could be addressed during these meetings. 

Additional production meetings with the next production's staff 

should be held for the expressed purpose of planning the next 

production. These meetings should begin approximately three to four 

weeks prior to the close of the previous show. This would allow for 

sufficient planning, so when the previous show closed, the production 

process would be ready to begin again. Otherwise, valuable time would 

be lost between shows. 

In addition, a formal systera of written communication should be 

developed. This system should be a type that all managers agree would 

be the best means of transmitting information between production 

meetings. A system of memoranda would norraally be the best type to 

follow. 

The specific systera that may be used is not of great concem 

here. But, it is important to insure that coiranunication channels remain 

open at all times which allow for the free exchange of ideas. It is 

extremely important, in an arts producing organization, that all lines 

of coramunication remain open. This allows for an uninhibited flow of 

information and ideas that are crucial to the successful operation of 

a production program. When all managers are made aware of what others 

are doing and how they are progressing toward the finished product, the 

more harmonious and successful the performance will be. 

Authority 

The division chairperson should maintain a functional system 
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of authority over his subordinates. Further, it is hoped all 

subordinate managers would maintain a functional style with their staff 

also. This functional approach is based upon a person's degree of 

expertness in the area govemed. 

The functional type of authority is one which induces the 

practice of good leadership. A manager, whether a subordinate manager 

or a division chairperson, must comraand a favorable degree of 

leadership within the organization. A degree of respect from all 

subordinates and an efficient chain of command will allow for a 

favorable degree of leadership. A good leader knows what has to be 

done and when it has to be done. These leadership traits must be 

cultivated in a manner that will induce favorable human behavior from 

the subordinates and staff. '.̂'hen this can be accomplished an 

organization can be assured of an equitable and efficient operation of 

a fine arts production program. 

The principle of accountability, again, becoraes an important 

aspect of authority. Each member of the faculty and staff must assurae 

accountability for his area of production. They becorae responsible 

and hence are held accountable for their decisions and actions relative 

to their area of production. 

Style of Govemance 

The previous conclusions and recommendations all point toward 

a participative style of governance. It is, therefore, the 

recommendation that a participative style of govemance be established 

for a fine arts production program. Input and decisions should be made 
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by subordinate managers and staff in a participatory style of 

govemance. Other styles, not recommended, are directive styles in 

which the division chairperson raakes autocratic decisions without 

consultation with other managers, and free-rein styles which are too 

relaxed and allow too much freedom from the subordinate raanagers and 

staff. A specific authority on the part of division chairpersons and 

other subordinate raanagers becomes lost in the free-rein style. 

A participative style, however, allows for a free exchange of 

ideas and a joint decision-raaking process which is necessary in any 

creative venture. The arts, such as a production program, require the 

participative style. 

Employee Motivation 

Any manager, either division chairperaon or subordinate manager, 

must create a favorable working environment that is conducive to the 

activities to be accomplished. This will enable workers to find 

significant fulfillment of their own personal needs and actions. This 

attitude will significantly contribute to a cohesive and unified 

production team. The influencing function allows this type of human 

behavior to flourish. This favorable human behavior occurs when 

faculty and staff are motivated to perform their tasks in an optimum 

fashion. When the production team is motivated to perform well, the 

end product will be of high quality. 

The division chairperson should develop a systera of raotivation 

that will maintain a high degree of morale and include the optimum 

working environment. This system will have to operate within tight 
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parent institution constraints. Cooperation between the division and 

the parent institution is necessary. Workers will perform well when 

they are being compensated for their work in an equitable way. This 

would not only include financial compensation, but also a degree of 

sensitivity on the part of the division chairperson. \'Jhen a subordinate 

knows the division chairperson cares and supports his staff spiritually 

and financially, the subordinate will be raotivated to perform well to 

receive the benefits that accompany meritorious work. 

A system of promotion in faculty rank, tenure and salary 

increases should be provided for all faculty positions. Certainly, the 

parent institution is largely responsible for these systeras, but the 

division chairperson must serve his faculty in an encouraging fashion 

by recommending them for these promotions when they are eligible. All 

staff personnel should be offered salary increases based upon the 

performance evaluation. 

The evaluation process previously mentioned in the staffing 

section becomes the primary basis for providing necessary information 

toward these promotions. An equitable evaluation process is an absolute 

necessity in any fine arts production program. 

Controlling 

A specific series of control systems raust be developed for the 

typical fine arts production program. These systems must contain 

standards of excellence, an evaluation process for those standards and 

corrective action for deviation frora those standards. A separate system 

should be developed for each budgeted area: (1) funds, (2) product, 
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(3) time, and (4) personnel. 

Fund Control 

It is recommended that a system pattemed after the closed-

loop informational systera (Figure II-2, page 43) be developed. Figure 

V-7 illustrates this system adapted for the control of funds in a fine 

arts production program. 

This system includes quality standards for play production, as 

set forth by the goals and objectives of the organization. These 

standards are supplied to the division chairperson who allocates funds 

to be expended for the production process. As the play production 

process is in progress, an audit of the expended funds is received by 

the business manager. The business manager makes a determination 

conceming whether the funds are being expended according to the budget. 

This information is given to the division chairperson who makes a 

decision whether any control is necessary. If funds are being spent 

too rapidly, he must place his system into action to slow the rate of 

expenditure. If the dispersal of funds is either below or on the 

level of expectation, no control is necessary. 

This control system should be ready for implementation, not one 

that is conceived when the need arises. Probably the most often used 

system would be the division chairperson limiting the expenditure of 

funds for the remainder of the production process. It is important to 

note, however, that the quality and integrity of the production cannot 

be sacrificed, as long as the present goals, objectives and quality 

standards remain active. 
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Constant surveillance must be maintained for both the income and 

expenditure of funds. Without this close systera of monitoring, it would 

be impossible to see that certain funds were being spent in accordance 

with the quality standards as set forth by the goals and objectives of 

the organization. 

Product Control 

A similar process can be developed for the product of the 

production program: the performance of the play, opera or musical. 

This control system is illustrated in Figure V-8 in the form of a 

closed-loop informational system. In this process the quality 

standards for the performance of that particular play are supplied to 

the division chairperson who relays chose standards to each facet of 

play production (directing, scenery-properties-lights, costumes and 

front-of-house). These individual facets are combined in the play 

production process to form the finished product (performance). The 

results of the finished product are given back to a quality control 

inspector, the division chairperson. The division chairperson must 

decide if the quality of the finished performance was, or is, in 

accordance with the quality standards. If, however, the quality is of 

a lesser degree, the division chairperson raust exert a control systera 

to rectify the weakness. He raust increase the degree of quality for the 

facet of production that is weak. By irapleraenting this control, 

idealistically, the quality of the next production will be increased. 

A control system must be developed before the need for one arises. 

\Jhen it becomes obvious a control systera should have been developed, it 

file:///Jhen
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is too late to formulate a system to counteract the weakness that 

already exists. 

Time Control 

A similar process should be developed for the budget of time. 

A planning calendar, such as the examples in Figures V-9 and V-10, 

should be used. For example, if it becomes apparent that enough time 

within the calendar has not been provided, some form of control raust be 

implemented to ensure that the lack of tirae is counteracted. The best 

course of action would likely be the scheduling of additional 

rehearsals or crew work sessions in whatever area the weakness was 

occurring. The subordinate managers must closely raonitor the use of 

time by setting weekly deadlines for each area of production. If a 

particular deadline for the completion of production needs is not met, 

the subordinate manager in charge of that area, must implement a system 

to rectify this problem. Idealistically, compliance with all deadlines 

will allow each facet of the production process to be completed on time. 

Personnel Control 

A personnel evaluation process previously discussed in the 

staffing and influencing section provides a control system for 

personnel (Figure V-6). A similar systera must measure personnel 

performance in accordance with quality standards. 

Conclusion 

The successful operation of any organization requires careful 

and well structured manageraent. It does not occur autoraatically. The 
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management process is a sequence of humanly govemed and controlled 

variables which, when combined, allow for a uniform, effective and 

efficient system of operation. A fine arts production program within 

the small private college is such an organization which requires this 

skillful use of management processes. 

The series of recommendations and the systems for the 

development of policies and procedures just presented will allow this 

uniformity, effectiveness and efficiency to grow within the typical 

fine arts division. This system has been designed with a functional 

approach to business management, and the present practices within the 

typical fine arts division in the private college serving as the 

principal resource coraponents. 

This guide to production prograras is simply that: a guide. 

It does not supply all the answers, policies or procedures for the 

successful management of the typical production program; rather it 

serves as a guideline for developing the policies and procedures that 

will serve a specific program best. It is the feeling of this writer 

that each production program will have different airas and be housed 

within parent institutions with different aims. It would, therefore, 

not be in the best interests of these divisions of fine arts to develop 

a series of policies and procedures that might apply to one but not 

another. This system will have universal applications and will serve 

most every production program equally well. 

It is recommended that a production program within a division of 

fine arts recognize the need for systematic management and design 

a system, based upon sound management principles. This system will, in 
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tum, enable the organization to function with a higher degree of 

efficiency. 

All managerial systems must be placed in written form. It is 

recommended that each fine arts production program develop its own 

policy and procedure handbook, or similar document, that is unique to 

its own program. A system, policy or procedure that is not formalized 

and is soon forgotten, becomes useless and inefficient. 

Chapter VI concludes this study with a summary and develops a 

cohesive and unified recommendation for implementing this system into 

a fine arts production program. Ihe relevance and need for systeraatic 

management within our contemporary society will be incorporated into 

the plan for implementation. 



CHAPTER VI 

A CONCLUSION TO THE STUDY 

A Summary 

This study grew from an interest in exaraining and improving 

manageraent practices in the production programs of divisions of fine 

arts within the small private liberal arts college in America. From 

the outset the major contention was, and still is, that the typical 

division of fine arts within the private college does not operate 

within a systeraatic approach to management. It is felt that it would 

be in the best interests of these divisions to develop a systera of 

management designed specifically for their unique needs. 

The search for the management tools necessary to develop such a 

system began with a study of business raanagement models. Since 

business management, largely through the efforts of the academic 

business community, has made a serious and concentrated effort in the 

past to systematize their management scheraes, the management approach 

search began there. The most basic of all business management models 

is the functional model. The other types have, as their foundation, 

many of the same principles as the functional approach. It was felt 

that the less complicated functional model would be more easily adapted 

to arts raanagement. The functional approach isolates the management 

process by specifying what managers do. This nuts-and-bolts approach 

concentrates on the activities of managers: planning, organizing, 
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staffing, influencing and controlling. Arts managers are not usually 

trained in business raanageraent practices and, therefore, a complicated 

vocabulary and set of formulas would not serve their needs as well as 

the less complicated functional approach. 

Developed through an interest in this raanagerial-theatrical 

relationship, this study sought to fulfill the following aims: 

1. Trace the philosophical, artistic and organizational 
purposes and mission of divisions of fine arts in small 
private colleges in America. 

2. Survey the current systems and procedures of arts 
management within the fine arts divisions of approximately 
100 representative private colleges. 

3. Recommend certain changes in these systems and procedures. 

4. Design a management system, in the form of a production 
guide, for the typical fine arts division. 

The completed study fulfills all four of these aims. The 

philosophical, artistic and organizational purpose of divisions of fine 

arts have been expressed in Chapter III. The philosophy of liberal arts 

education, the private college and the divisional organizational 

structure have provided the foundation for the purpose and mission of 

the divisions of fine arts. The specific purpose and mission of the 

production programs within the typical division of fine arts emerges in 

Chapter V as a result of studying these fine arts producing 

organizations. 

One of the major research components for this study was the 

questionnaire process. The questionnaire was designed to collect 

pertinent information about the planning, organizing, staffing, 

influencing and controlling practices presently in use by divisions of 
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fine arts in the private college. It was sent to ninety-six fine arts 

division chairpersons and seventy-five were returned for a 78% total 

response. 

The results of the questionnaire process are reported in 

Appendixes A and B. The statistical data was analyzed in comparison 

to the study of the functional approach of management to determine if 

similarities existed between the management theory and the actual 

practices. The data collected was placed in a descriptive form which 

is reported in Chapter IV. The functional approach to management is 

discussed in language easily understood by the arts manager in Chapter 

II. From this comparative study emerged a system that equates with 

fine arts management. This system is explained, along with suggested 

recommendations and revisions for the management of production programs 

in Chapter V. 

This study has continued to support the claim that fine arts 

production programs in the typical division of fine arts are not managed 

according to specified guidelines. This is considered a weakness. The 

dominate support for this claim is documented in the report of the 

questionnaire results (Appendixes A and B) and the descriptive analysis 

contained in Chapter IV. The system of management reported in Chapter 

V is a solution to this weakness. It provides a specific system of 

management that when implemented, will counteract this weakness by 

providing a prescribed system for the private college. This system, 

in the form of a production guide, is designed according to the five 

management functions which were previously explained as the chief 

managerial traits. 
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Relevance and Need For 
Systematic Management 

College administrators continue to require justification of 

academic programs. This is especially true in the performing arts. 

The present spiraling, inflationary economy of our country will cause 

this need for justification to become even more crucial in the coming 

years. The art of theatre production is an expensive academic 

discipline. In fact, to the non-artisan, the thousands of dollars 

required to produce a production could be viewed as a mis-use of 

academic funds. After weeks of preparation, thousands of dollars are 

consumed by a single play performance. This play performs three to 

five times, and then the expensive settings, costumes and props are 

dismantled and sometimes discarded, along with the many hours of 

rehearsal. The finished materialistic product is one that is 

intangible, or not long-lasting. This has been and likely will 

continue to be considered as a possible waste of funds and other 

resources. 

Naturally to the practicing theatre artist or theatre-goer 

theatre production is far from a waste of resources. This intangible 

finished product is extremely important and its benefits are certainly 

long-lasting. Theatre managers will continue to be forced to justify 

the production program's importance and validity to college 

administrations throughout the country. 

The theatre audiences of today are also becoming more concemed 

about the wise use of their entertainment dollar. It is the 

responsibility and obligation of theatrical producing organizations to 
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provide a quality season that is of sufficient integrity to warrant the 

theatre-goer's dollar. The legitimate, or live theatre, is in constant 

competition with other forms of entertainment: film and television. 

The art of theatre production will be forced to prove, by offering a 

quality performance, that its product is superior. The financial 

plight of our contemporary American society is not necessarily conducive 

to creating and maintaining the entertainment business. It is felt, 

however, that the American people will always be hungry for good, solid 

and quality entertainment, no matter how low the economy falls. It is 

the responsibility of theatre managers to continue to supply the quality 

entertainment for the American people by providing them a form of 

entertainment superior to the altematives of film and television. 

The installation of a specific systematic raanagement system, 

similar to this one, in the fine arts divisions of American private 

colleges will help combat both dilemmas. If the divisional manageraent 

scheme is one that clearly shows a concem for funds, personnel and 

quality play seasons, the justification of the production program's 

existence to the college administration will be greatly enhanced. The 

lack of a formalized system of manageraent will do nothing to enhance the 

production program's reason for existence within the academic community. 

In addition, it is felt the creation of such a management system will 

lend credibility to the divisional manageraent teara. When the college 

administration realizes the division chairperson and subordinate 

managers are not only concemed about good management practices, but 

also doing something about it, this will no doubt enhance the division's 

chances for further funding, staffing and overall support from the 
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college administration. Justification of the program to the college 

administration not only becomes easier, but also written formalized 

statements conceming the different resources and activities of the 

program will be readily available to offer proof to counteract any 

allegation that may be launched. This, however, can only be fully 

provided if a formal management scheme has been installed. 

The arts consuming public is concemed about the quality of 

the finished product. The installation of a systeraatic management 

system will, no doubt, aid in the creation of a quality product. If 

the many resources that are integrated to form the performance are 

govemed and closely monitored by a specific system, the quality and 

integrity of the performance will certainly be enhanced. This system 

will help alleviate the public's concem for a quality legitimate 

theatre. 

The student, in an academic environraent, is the production 

program's number one concem. The division of fine arts has the 

obligation and responsibility for providing the student the best 

possible education in the performing arts. A systematic approach to 

the organization and stmcture of that academic program will enhance 

the student's chances of gaining the quality education he pays for. 

This is especially important in the private college, where tuition is 

normally considerably higher than it is in larger institutions. The 

student selects a college because he feels he will get the best 

education for his dollar. The division of fine arts in the private 

college must provide this in order to remain competitive with larger 

state-supported colleges. Systematic management will aid in providing 
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this. 

Colleges throughout the country are experiencing a drop in 

student enrollments. In recent years some colleges have been forced 

to develop strategic marketing plans in an attempt to attract students. 

This problem will be helped if students want to attend a specific 

college to study the fine arts. They will want to attend a specific 

college if its reputation is for excellence in regard to theatre 

production. This reputation can be enhanced through the installation 

of a specific systematic management process for that organization. 

The need for systematic management in the production programs 

of the private college cannot be overemphasized. These three segments 

of the arts consuming public provide sufficient documentation that the 

need for such a system is a reality and requires arts managers' 

undivided attention. 

Recoramendations 

Two major recommendations are suggested as a result of this 

study: (1) Divisions of fine arts in the private college should 

recognize and accept the need for systematic management. (2) They must 

develop a comprehensive system of management for their own production 

program that addresses their unique needs. 

It is felt that the division chairpersons, primarily, must 

recognize the need for systematic management. This need must be 

accepted as a possible outlet to enrich their prograras. In many cases 

this acceptance is considered to be a major stumbling block. The 

economic and academic climates are changing. Production programs must 
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progress in accordance with these changes. It is especially hard for 

the division chairperson who has served in that capacity for a number 

of years and who feels his program does not need modification 

managerially to accept the needs. However, it is felt this dilemma 

must be overcome by recognizing and accepting the fact that 

modification in his production program may be necessary and, hence, 

could improve its level of productivity. 

It is recommended that the chairpersons of divisions of fine 

arts in the private college design a system of management that is 

unique to their production program. This can be done through an 

objective study of contemporary management principles and their own 

management system. It is suggested that they follow the guide to 

production programs (Chapter V) in the formulation of their system. 

Specific policies and procedures for each area of production need to 

be designed based upon sound management principles, as expressed in 

Chapter II. As previously stated, it is not the intent of this study 

to imply that arts managers do not exercise the raanagerial functions 

of planning, organizing, staffing, influencing and controlling in the 

day-to-day management of their production programs. They plan, 

organize, staff, influence and control, but most do not consciously 

integrate these functions into a systeraatic approach guided by sound 

management principles. This conscious integration of management 

principles must occur in the future management of fine arts production 

programs. 

It is recommended that these division chairpersons begin to 

work toward a conscious integration of these principles by carefully 
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establlshing goals and objectives for their otganization and cont: 

by creating a specific, stated systematic approach to pl^ 

implementation. 

:inue 

.an 

It must be noted that this system must be placed in written 

form. It is recommended this be accomplished through the creation of 

a policy and procedure handbook that provides the organizational 

structure in accomplishing program tasks. Any system, no raatter how 

well formulated in one's raind, becomes lost, useless and inefficient 

if not formalized in written form. 

Final Analysis 

This system, in its present forra, is theory; it has not yet 

been tested in the rigors of play production. It is felt, however, 

that this system will operate efficiently when placed in the pragmatics 

of theatrical production. The degree of potential success is determined 

by two major aspects: (1) This functional approach to arts management 

has been designed using a proven model for the manageraent of business 

(for-profit) enterprises. The functional approach to business 

management is one which has been tested in the pragmatics of business 

management for many years and is considered a reliable model. (2) This 

system has been designed with an accurate and realistic study of the 

present practices that exist in the producing divisions of fine arts. 

It is not built upon conjecture. It is, therefore, realistic in its 

approaches to the management of a typical division of fine arts 

production program within the private college. The approach can be 

easily understood and implemented by the typical fine arts division 
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chairperson who has had little or no formal management training. 

Countless volumes have been written on the art of play 

production through the years. They, too, have first been produced as 

theory. Their success as major movements or approaches is not totally 

known until they are integrated with the pragmatics of play production. 

The next step for this system is to be tested; it needs to be integrated 

with the many facets of play production. Its value cannot be measured 

accurately until it is merged with the playwright's idea that becomes 

the play itself, which is interpreted by a director, performed by an 

actor and placed in an environment created by a designer. 
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APPENDIX A 

PRE-TEST QUESTIONNAIRE AND COVER LETTER 
SURVEY OF MANAGERIAL STYLES 

Place an "X" in the proper blank, one for each numbered item. 

Part I - Institutional Analysis 

1. Your institution reveives financial support from a non-govemmental 
agency. 

90% Yes 10% No 

2. Your institution and Production areas of Music, Drama and Art 
are consolidated into a division of Fine Arts or division of 
Humanities. (if yes, state which division) 

90% Yes 10% No 

Fine Arts - 70%; Humanities - 10% 

3. Leadership in the division is provided by a single person such 
as a Fine Arts Chairperson. 

90% Yes 10% No 

4. Total college enrollment is: 

10% less than 500 70% 500-999 1000-1499 

20% 1500-2000 2000 or more 

5. The divisional organizational structure, in contrast to 
departmental, was adopted within the past: 

2 years 40% 10 years 

% 5 years 40% 11 or more years 

6. The Fine Arts faculty directly involved in the production program 
number: 

(go on to page 2) 
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^"si'^ Drama Art 

20% 
20% 
30% 
10% 
10% 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

60% 
20% 
10% 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

10% 6 

50% 
10% 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

10% 7 

7. You have had formal course work in: 

F̂inance 20% Management 

Accounting 80% None 

8. You have participated in professional seminars in: 

Finance 20% Management 

Accounting 80% None 

9. You have had formal course work, seminar work, etc. in: 

10% Management for the non-profit organization 

Accounting for the non-profit organization 

90% None 

Part II - Planning 

1. Your Fine Arts production program operates under a set of written 
operational goals and objectives. (for example, a goal or objective 
might be to serve as a cultural outlet for the community) 

70% Yes 30% No 

2. Your Fine Arts production program operates under a written 
philosophical statement of mission and purpose. 

70% Yes 30% No 

3. The division chairperson is responsible for the production 
planning process. 

40% Never 20% Usually 

30% Seldom 10% Always 

(go on to page 3) 
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4. If your answer to the above is never or seldom, who does the 
planning? 

Director of Theatre - 10%; Department Staff - 20%; 

Individual Directors - 10% 

5. Subordinate managers of the production staff participate in the 
planning process. 

20% Never 30% Usually 

Seldom 50% Always 

6. Subordinate manager's input is taken into account by the 
chairperson in a decision making process. 

20% Never 30% Usually 

Seldom 50% Always 

7. Your Fine Arts organization employs a systematic planning chart 
in organizing a specific production. 

30% Never 20% Usually 

30% Seldom 20% Always 

8. The production season's budgets are planned by the chairperson, 

40% Never 20% Usually 

10% Seldom 30% Always 

9. The season of productions is selected by the chairperson, 

60% Never Usually 

20% Seldom 20% Always 

Part III - Organizing 

1. Your Production planning is coordinated through a (an): 

10% Organizational Chart ^Procedural Manual 

F̂ormal Meeting Other (please list) 

80% Informal Meeting 10% - None 

(go on to page 4) 
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2. The managers (division chairperson, director, technical director, 
business manager) never have more than six people working under 

• ^Q^ Never 10% Usually 

30% Seldom 10% Always 

3. The chairperson delegates authority and responsibility to other 
members of the production staff. 

20% Never 30% Usually 

20% Seldom 30% Always 

4. Your Fine Arts production prograra is corapartraentalized according 
to function. (ie: promotion, scenery, costumes) 

70% Yes 30% No 

5. The guidelines that direct the college administratively, 
academically and in purchasing make it difficult for the effective 
operation of the production program. 

30% Yes 70% No 

Part IV - Staffing 

1. The division chairperson provides substantial input to the college 
administration for the filling of faculty positions in the Fine 
Arts production program. 

20% Never 20% Usually 

10% Seldom 50% Always 

2. List the faculty and identify their responsibilities according 
to these six positions. 

Director - Average of 1.40 full-time positions 
Technical Director - Average of .33 full-time positions 
Scene Designer - Average of .44 full-time positions 
Director of Promotion - Average of 0 full-time positions 
Lighting Designer - Average of .33 full-time positions 
Costume Designer - Average of .22 full-time positions 

3. Staffing in your division is done systematically, according to 
pre-determined guidelines. 

(go on to page 5) 
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30% Never 30% Usually 

Ŝeldom 40% Always 

4. The division chairperson holds the subordinate managers 
accountable for each area of responsibility. 

Never 30% Usually 

10% Seldom 60% Always 

5. The division chairperson assumes ultimate responsibility for the 
performance of the production program. 

50% Never 30% Usually 

10% Seldom 10% Always 

6. Formal job descriptions and personnel requisitions are on file 
in your division. 

10% Yes 90% No 

7. Are there provisions in your Fine Arts organization for periodic 
personnel evaluations. 

60% Yes 40% No 

Part V - Influencing 

1. Your Fine Arts organization eraploys formal written comraunication. 

10% Never 30% Usually 

50% Seldom 10% Always 

2. Your Fine Arts organization employs formal oral communication. 

Never 40% Usually 

20% Seldom 40% Always 

3. Which method of communication is used most often in your Fine 
Arts production program for communicating directives. 

90% Oral 10% Written 

4. Your leadership style is of which approach. 

Directive 60% Participative 40% Free-rein 
(go on to page 6) 
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5. Your Fine Arts organization has a system for employee motivation. 

30%__Yes 70% No 

Part VI - Controllin^ 

1. Your Fine Arts organization employs a control system that contains 
standards, an evaluation process for those standards and methods 
for corrective action. 

30% Yes 70% No 

2. Your Fine Arts organization maintains a budgetary control system. 

70% Yes 30% No 

3. Your Fine Arts organization operates under consistent accounting 
principles. 

60% Yes 40% No 

If you would like a copy of the results of this study, please give 
your name and address below. 

80% 
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August 27, 1979 

(Name) 
(College) 
(Address) 
(City, State) 

Dear 

I am presently a Ph. D. candidate in Fine Arts at Texas Tech University. 
My studies are culminating in my dissertation entitled, A Managerial 
Analysis and Guide for Production Programs as a Part of Educational 
Curricula in Divisions of Fine Arts at Small Private Liberal Arts 
Colleges in America. 

A portion of my research involves a survey of representative private 
colleges to determine the managerial styles presently in use in the 
Fine Arts production programs. Your institution has been selected as 
one that fulfills the criteria established in my previous research. 

In addition, your school has been chosen to take part in a pre-test 
of the questionnaire. In determining the validity of the 
questionnaire as a survey instrimient, I would appreciate any additional 
comments you could make in regard to the difficulty or ease you 
encountered in answering the questions. 

Please take a few minutes and complete the enclosed six page survey 
at your earliest convenience. I will contact you by phone in a 
week to discuss any problems you might have had in answering the 
questionnaire. Retum it in the enclosed, addressed, stamped 
envelope by September 21, 1979. 

If you would like to receive a copy of the results of this survey, 
put your name and address on the final page of the survey. Results 
of this survey will only be used in a cumulative nature. Responses 
will not be considered individually. 

Thank you for your help and prompt retum of the completed survey. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin L. Graves 

Enclosures: 
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APPENDIX B 

REVISED QUESTIONNAIRE AND COVER LETTER 
SURVEY OF MANAGERIAL STYLES 

Part I - Instltutional Analyfiig 

1. Your institution receives its financial support from: (percentage) 

Private Sources ^Govemmental Other 
Agency (explain) 

100% - 78.46% 30% - 3.08% 5% - 1.54% 
95% - 6.15% 20% - 3.08% 
90% - 7.69% 10% - 7.69% 
80% - 3.08% 5% - 4.62% 
70% - 1.54% 
60% - 3.08% 

2. Your instructional and production areas of Music, Drama and Art 
are consolidated into a: 

Division of Separate Department of 18.64% 
Music Drama and Art 

Fine Arts - 64.41% 
Humanities - 16.92% Other 

3. Leadership in the division (department) is provided by a person 
with the title: (ie: chairperson etc) 

Division Chairperson - 81.54%; Separate Departraent Chairman - 13. 

Instmctional Coordinator - 1.54% 

4. Total college enrollment is: 

10.67% less than 500 32.32% 500-999 46.15% 1000-1499 

9.03% 1500-2000 1.54% 2000 or more 

5. If you have the divisional organizational structure, was it 
adopted within the past: 

1.54% 2 years 24.62% 10 years 

10.77% 5 years 46.15% 11 or more years 

(go on to page 2) 
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6. The faculty directly involved in the production program number: 

Music Drama Art 
13.85% 1 20% 1 3.08% 1 
49.23% 2 1.54% l̂i 9.23% 2 
9-23% 3 58.46% 2 7.69% 3 

1 
58 
15 

1 

.54% 

.46% 

.38% 

.54% 

U 
2 
3 
4 
5 

4.62% 4 15.38% 3 1.54% 4 
7.69% 5 1.54% 4 1.54% 5 
1.54% 6 5̂ 1.54% 14 

7. You have had formal course work in: 

1.54% Finance 7.69% Management 

3.08% Accounting 90.77% None 

8. You have participated in professional seminars in: 

Finance 4.69% Management 

Accounting 92.31% None 

9. You have had formal course work, seminar work, etc in: 

4.62% Management for the non-profit organization 

Accounting for the non-pr^fit organization 

95.38% None 

Part II - Planning 

1. Your production program operates under a set of written operational 
goals and objectives: (for example, a goal or objective might be 
to serve as a cultural outlet for the community) 

29.23% Yes 70.77% No 

2. Your production program operates under a written philosophical 
statement of mission and purpose: 

36.92% Yes 63.08% No 

3. The chairperson (etc) is responsible for the production planning 
process: 

13.85% Never 53.85% Usually 

16.92% Seldom 15.38% Always 

(go on to page 3) 
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4. If your answer to the above is never or seldom, who does the 
planning? 

Department Staff ~ 15.38%: Director of Theatre - 3.08%; 

Individual Directors - 12.31% 

5. Subordinate managers of the production staff (such as a director, 
technical director, business manager) participate in the planning 
process: 

9.23% Never 30.77% Usually 

30.77% Seldom 29.23% Always 

6. Subordinate manager's input is taken into account by the 
chairperson (etc) in a decision making process: 

12.31% Never 33.85% Usually 

29.23% Seldom 24.82% Always 

7. Your production organization employs a systematic planning chart 
in organizing a specific production: 

52.31% Never 26.15% Usually 

15.38% Seldora 6.36% Always 

8. The production season's budgets are planned by the chairperson 
(etc) : 

33.85% Never 24.62% Usually 

16.92% Seldora 23.08% Always 

9. The season of productions is selected by the chairperson (etc): 

38.46% Never 23.08% Usually 

23.08% Seldom 15.38% Always 

Part III - Organizing 

1. Your production planning is usually coordinated through a (an): 
(select only one response) 

(go on to page 4) 
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1.54% Organizational Chart Procedural Manual 

26.15% Formal Meeting Ôther (please list) 

50.77% Informal Meeting None - 21.54% 

2. The managers (division chairperson, director, technical director, 
business manager) never have more than six people working 
directly under them in staff positions: 

30.77% Never 15.38% Usually 

4.62% Seldom 49.23% Always 

3. The chairperson (etc) delegates authority and responsibility to 
other members of the production staff: 

36.92% Never 26.15% Usually 

12.31% Seldora 24.42% Always 

4. Your production program is corapartraentalized according to function: 
(ie: promotion, scenery, costumes) 

43.08% Yes 56.92% No 

5. The guidelines that direct the college administratively, 
academically and in purchasing make it difficult for the effective 
operation of the production program: 

58.46% Yes 41.54% No 

Part IV - Staffing 

1. The chairperson (etc) provides substantial input to the college 
administration for the filling of faculty positions in the 
production program: 

10.77% Never 44.62% Usually 

16.71% Seldom 29.23% Always 

2. List the faculty involved in the production program by name 
according to their primary function: 

(go on to page 5) 
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Director(s) - Average of 1,15 full-time positions 
Technical Director(s) - Average of .01 full-time positions 
Scene Designer(s) - Average of .01 full-time positions 
Director(s) of Promotion - Average of .09 full-time positions 
Lighting Designer(s) - Average of .01 full-time positions 
Costume Designer(s) - Average of .05 full-time positions 
T.D.-S.D.-L.D. combination - Average of .31 full-time positions 
T.D.-L.D. combination - Average of .07 full-time positions 
T.D.-S.D. combination - Average of .09 full-time positions 
L.D.-S.D. combination - Average of .03 full-time positions 

3. Staffing in your division (department) is done systematically, 
according to pre-determined guidelines: 

38.46% Never 20% Usually 

21.54% Seldom 20% Always 

4. The chairperson (etc) holds the subordinate managers accountable 
for each area of responsibility: 

43.08% Never 18.46% Usually 

10.77% Seldom 26.69% Always 

5. The chairperson (etc) assumes ultimate responsibility for the 
performance of the production program: 

40% Never 18.46% Usually 

13.85% Seldom 27.69% Always 

6. Formal job descriptions and personnel requisitions are on file in 
your division (department): 

27.69% Yes 72.31% No 

7. Are there provisions in your production organization for periodic 
personnel evaluations: 

43.08% Yes 56.92% No 

Part V - Influencing 

1. Your production organization uses formal written communication in 
communicating directives to other staff members: 

32.31% Never 15.38% Usually 

52.31% Seldom Âlways 
(go on to page 6) 
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2. Your production organization uses forraal oral communication in 
communicating directives to other staff members: 

9.23% Never 67.69% Usually 

20% Seldom 3.08% Always 

3. Which method of communication is used most often in your 
production program for communicating directives: 

83.08% Oral 16.92% Written 

4. Your leadership style is of which approach: 

29.23% Directive 63.08% Participative 7.69% Free-rein 

5. Your production organization has a system for employee motivation: 

15.38% Yes 84.62% No 

Part VI - Controlling 

1. Your production organization employs a control systera that 
contains standards, an evaluation process for those standards, 
and raethods for corrective action: 

13.85;̂  Yes 86.15% No 

2. Your production organization maintains a budgetary control system: 

47.69% Yes 52.31% No 

3. Your production organization operates under consistent accounting 
principles: 

36.92% Yes 63.08% No 

If you would like a copy of the results of this study, please give 
your name and address below. 

26.15% 
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November 15, 1979 

(Name) 
(College) 
(Address) 
(City, State) 

Dear : 

I am presently a Ph. D. candidate in Fine Arcs at Texas Tech University 
My studies are culminating in my dissertation entitled, A Managerial 
.^alysis and Guide for Production Programs as a Part of Educational 
Curricula in Divisions of Fine Arts at Small Private Liberal Arts 
Colleges in America. 

A portion of my research involves a survey of representative private 
colleges to determine the managerial styles currently in use in the 
Fine Arts production programs. Your institution has been selected as 
one that fulfills the criteria established in ray previous research. 

This survey relates to the production prograra of your college, not 
the course offerings or degree requirements of your acaderaic program. 
For the purpose of this study a production program is defined as a 
season of theatrical presentations that include the integration of 
actors, rausicians, scenery, properties, lighting and costumes. A 
musical, opera or dramatic play would be an example of such a 
presentation. The production program would usually include the 
division's theatrical presentations for any one acaderaic year. 

The survey is intended to determine the degree and kind of systeraatic 
management on the divisional/departmental level. There are no "right" 
or "wrong" answers to the questions. 

Please take a few minutes and complete the enclosed six-page survey 
at your earliest convenience. Retum it in the enclosed, addressed, 
stamped envelope by December 15, 1979. 

If you would like to receive a copy of the survey results, put your 
name and address on the final page of the survey. These results will 
be used only in a cumulative nature. 

Thank you for your help and prompt retum of the completed survey. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin L. Graves 

Enclosures: 
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APPENDIX C 

COLLEGES PARTICIPATING IN THE STUDY 

Alma College 
Alma, Michigan 

Amherst College 
Amherst, Massachusetts 

Baker University 
Baldwin, Kansas 

Bard College 
Annandale-on-Hudson, New York 

Benedictine College 
Atchison, Kansas 

Bethany College 
Bethany, West Virginia 

Bloomfield College 
31oomfield, New Jersey 

Bluffton College 
Bluffton, Ohio 

Bowdoin College 
Brunswick, Maine 

Campbellsville College 
Campbellsville, Kentucky 

Cedar Crest College 
Allentown, Pennsylvania 

Coker College 
Hartsville, South Carolina 

College of Notre Dame of Maryland 
Baltimore, Maryland 

College of St. Francis 
Joliet, Illinois 
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College of St. Thomas 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

Culver-Stockton College 
Caton, Missouri 

Dakota Wesleyan University 
Mitchell, South Dakota 

David Lipscomb College 
Nashville, Tennessee 

Dickenson College 
Carlisle, Pennsylvania 

Dillard University 
New Orleans, Louisana 

Doane College 
Crete, Nebraska 

Earlham College 
Richmond, Indiana 

Eureka College 
Eureka, Illinois 

Friends University 
Wichita, Kansas 

Greenville College 
Greenville, Illinois 

Hamilton College 
Clinton, New York 

Hamline University 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

Hastings College 
Hastings, Nebraska 

Hendrix College 
Conway, Arkansas 

High Point College 
High Point, North Carolina 

Hillsdale College 
Hillsdale, Michigan 
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Hiram College 
Hiram, Ohio 

Howard Payne University 
Brovnwood, Texas 

Huston-Tillotson College 
Austin, Texas 

Illinois Wesleyan University 
Bloomington, Illinois 

Immaculate Heart College 
Los Angeles, Califomia 

lowa Weselyan College 
Mt. Pleasant, lowa 

Judson College 
Elgin, Illinois 

Kalamazoo College 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 

Kansas Weselyan University 
Salina, Kansas 

Lake Erie College 
Painesville, Ohio 

Luther College 
Decorah, lowa 

Marlboro College 
Marlboro, Vermont 

Midland Lutheran College 
Fremont, Nebraska 

Mobile College 
Mobile, Alabama 

Morehouse College 
Atlanta, Georgia 

McPherson College 
McPherson, Kansas 

Northwestem College 
Orange City, lowa 
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Pacific Union College 
Angwin, Califomia 

Piedmont College 
Demorest, Georgia 

Presbyterian College 
Clinton, South Carolina 

Union University 
Jackson, Tennessee 

University of Albuquerque 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

University of South Florida/New College 
Sarasota, Florida 

Randolph-Macon Woman's College 
Lynchburg, Virginia 

Roanoke College 
Salem, Virginia 

Roberts Wesleyan College 
Rochester, New York 

Salem College 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 

Sierra Nevada College 
Incline Village, Nevada 

Silver Lake College of the Holy Family 
Manitowoc, Wisconsin 

Southem Missionary College 
Collegedale, Tennessee 

Southwestem College of Kansas 
Winfield, Kansas 

Southwestem University 
Georgetown, Texas 

Spring Hill College 
Mobile, Alabama 

St. Mary's College 
Notre Dame, Indiana 
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Texas Wesleyan College 
Fort Worth, Texas 

Wahash College 
Crawfordsville, Indiana 

Westmar College 
Le Mars, lowa 

Westminster College 
Salt Lake City, Utah 

West Virginia Wesleyan College 
Buckhannon, West Virginia 

William Penn College 
Oskaloosa, lowa 

Wilmington College 
Wilmington, Ohio 

Wilson College 
Chambersburg, Pennsylvania 

Yankton College 
Yankton, South Dakota 


